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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Governments are using fear to control and manipulate their citizens. That has now

been admitted by members of the Scienti<c Pandemic In?uenza Group on Behavior

Fear Is Contagious and Used to Control You

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

In a newly released book, members of the Scienti<c Pandemic In?uenza Group on

Behavior, a subcommittee that advises the Scienti<c Advisory Group for Emergencies

in the U.K., admit government is using fear to control and manipulate the population

"

SPI-B, which advocated for the use of fear messaging, now says it was unethical,

totalitarian and a regrettable mistake

"

Aside from the barrage of bad-news-only data — which was heavily manipulated in a

variety of ways — fear and anxiety are also generated by keeping you confused

"

Giving out contradictory recommendations is being done on purpose, to keep you

psychologically vulnerable. By layering confusion and uncertainty on top of fear, you

can bring an individual to a state in which they can no longer think rationally. Once

driven into an illogical state, you are easily manipulated

"

Government’s reliance on behavioral psychology didn’t just happen as a result of the

pandemic. These tactics have been used for years, and are increasing

"
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(SPI-B), a subcommittee that advises the Scienti<c Advisory Group for Emergencies

(SAGE) in the U.K. And they should know, because they advocated for it, and now say

it was a regrettable mistake. As reported by The Telegraph, May 14, 2021:

“Scientists on a committee that encouraged the use of fear to control

people’s behavior during the COVID pandemic have admitted its work was

‘unethical’ and ‘totalitarian.’ Members of the ScientiBc Pandemic InDuenza

Group on Behavior (SPI-B) expressed regret about the tactics in a new book

about the role of psychology in the Government’s COVID-19 response.

SPI-B warned in March last year that ministers needed to increase ‘the

perceived level of personal threat’ from COVID-19 because ‘a substantial

number of people still do not feel suOciently personally threatened.’

Gavin Morgan, a psychologist on the team, said: ‘Clearly, using fear as a

means of control is not ethical. Using fear smacks of totalitarianism. It’s not

an ethical stance for any modern government. By nature I am an optimistic

person, but all this has given me a more pessimistic view of people.’”

Psychological Warfare Is Real

The Telegraph quotes several of the SPI-B members, all of whom are also quoted in

the newly released book, “A State of Fear: How the UK Government Weaponised Fear

During the Covid-19 Pandemic,” written by Laura Dodsworth:

“One SPI-B scientist told Ms Dodsworth: ‘In March [2020] the Government

was very worried about compliance and they thought people wouldn’t want to

be locked down. There were discussions about fear being needed to

encourage compliance, and decisions were made about how to ramp up the

fear. The way we have used fear is dystopian.
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The use of fear has deBnitely been ethically questionable. It’s been like a

weird experiment. Ultimately, it backBred because people became too scared’

…

One warned that ‘people use the pandemic to grab power and drive through

things that wouldn’t happen otherwise … We have to be very careful about the

authoritarianism that is creeping in’ …

Another member of SPI-B said they were ‘stunned by the weaponization of

behavioral psychology’ during the pandemic, and that ‘psychologists didn’t

seem to notice when it stopped being altruistic and became manipulative.

They have too much power and it intoxicates them.’

Steve Baker, the deputy chairman of the COVID Recovery Group of Tory MPs,

said: ‘If it is true that the state took the decision to terrify the public to get

compliance with rules, that raises extremely serious questions about the type

of society we want to become. If we’re being really honest, do I fear that

government policy today is playing into the roots of totalitarianism? Yes, of

course it is.’”

The Manufacture of Fear

For nearly a year and a half, governments around the world, with few exceptions, have

fed their citizens a steady diet of frightening news. For months on end, you couldn’t

turn on the television without facing a tickertape detailing the number of

hospitalizations and deaths.

Even when it became clear that people weren’t really dying in excessive numbers, the

mainstream media fed us continuous updates on the growing number of “cases,”

without ever putting such <gures into context or explaining that the vast majority
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were false positives.

“ People don’t enjoy being hoodwinked and they
don’t want to live in a state of fear. We maybe need to
be a bit bolder about standing up more quickly when
something is not right. ~ Laura Dodsworth”

Information that would have balanced out the bad news — such as recovery rates and

just how many so-called “cases” actually weren’t, because they never had a single

symptom — were censored and suppressed.

They also refused to put any of the data into context, such as reviewing whether the

death toll actually differed signi<cantly from previous years. Instead, each new case

was treated as an emergency and a sign of catastrophic doom.

Don’t Be Confused — Contradiction Is a Warfare Tactic

Aside from the barrage of bad-news-only data — which, by the way, was heavily

manipulated in a variety of ways — fear and anxiety are also generated by keeping you

confused. According to Dodsworth, giving out contradictory recommendations and

vague instructions is being done intentionally, to keep you psychologically vulnerable.

“When you create a state of confusion, people become ever more reliant on

the messaging. Instead of feeling conBdent about making decisions, they

end up waiting for instructions from the Government,” she said in a May 20,

2021, interview on the Planet Normal podcast.

An example provided by Dodsworth are the pandemic measures implemented over
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Christmas 2020:

“Family Christmases were on, then off, then back on, then off again. You have

got someone tightening the screw, then loosening the screw, then tightening

it again. It’s like a torture scenario.”

But that’s not all. As explained by psychiatrist Dr. Peter Breggin, by layering confusion

and uncertainty on top of fear, you can bring an individual to a state in which they can

no longer think rationally. Once driven into an illogical state, they are easily

manipulated. I have no doubt driving people into a state where logic and reason no

longer registers is the whole point behind much of the con?icting information we’re

given.

The Fear Factory

In her book, Dodsworth details a number of branches of the British government that

are using psychological warfare methods in their interaction with the public. In

addition to the SPI-B, there’s the:

• Behavioral Insights team, the so-called “nudge unit,” a semi-independent

government body that applies “behavioral insights to inform policy, improve

public services and deliver positive results for people and communities.”  This

team also advises foreign nations.

• Home OLce’s Research, Information and Communications Unit (RICU), which is

part of the U.K.’s Obce for Security and Counter-Terrorism, advises front groups

disguised as public “grassroots” organizations on how to “covertly engineer the

thoughts of people.”

• Rapid Response Unit, launched in 2018, operates across the British Cabinet
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Obce and the Prime Minister’s obce (colloquially known as “Number 10” as in

the physical address, 10 Downing Street in London) to “counter misinformation

and disinformation.” They also work with the National Security Communications

Team during crises to ensure “obcial information” gets maximum visibility.

• Counter Disinformation Cell, which is part of the Department for Digital, Culture,

Media and Sport. Both monitor social media and combat “fake news” about

science in general and COVID-19 in particular, with “fake news” being anything

that contradicts the World Health Organization’s guidance.

• Government Communications Headquarters (QCHQ), an intelligence and security

organization that provides information to the U.K. government and the armed

forces. According to Dodsworth, QCHQ personnel, and even members of the 77th

Brigade, have been enlisted as so-called sockpuppets and trolls to combat anti-

vaccine and anti-lockdown messaging on social media.

According to Dodsworth, there are many others. In her book, she claims at least 10

different government departments in the U.K. are working with “behavioral insights

teams” to manipulate the public.

We’re Just Seeing It Now

Importantly, government’s reliance on behavioral psychology didn’t just happen as a

result of the pandemic. These tactics have been used for years, for myriad PR

purposes, and while the pandemic may be winding down, Dodsworth warns that more

and more behavioral scientists are being hired:

“It’s growing and growing. Right now, I feel we are in a maelstrom of nudge,”

she says. “In the past, there have been calls to consult the public on the use

of behavioral psychology, and those calls have come from the behavioral
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scientists themselves. And yet it hasn’t happened. We haven’t yet been

consulted on the use of subconscious techniques which effectively strip

away our choices …

I fervently hope this book [‘The State of Fear’] is actually going to inspire a

much-needed conversation about the use of fear, not just in the epidemic, but

the way we use behavioral psychology overall.

It’s not just a genie that has been let out the bottle. It’s like we’ve unleashed a

Hydra and you can keep chopping its head off, but they keep employing more

of these behavioral scientists throughout different government departments.

It’s very much how the Government now does business. It’s the business of

fear …

I think ultimately people don’t want to be manipulated. People don’t enjoy

being hoodwinked and they don’t want to live in a state of fear. We maybe

need to be a bit bolder about standing up more quickly when something is

not right.”

Fear Is Contagious

Fear has long been the tool of tyrants. It’s profoundly effective, in part because it

spreads from person to person, just like a virus. The contagion of fear is the topic of

the Nova “Gross Science” video above, originally aired in mid-February 2017. Among

animals, emotional distress responses are telegraphed through pheromones emitted

through various bodily secretions such as sweat and saliva.

As explained in the video, when encountering what is perceived as a serious threat,

animals with strong social structures, such as bees and ants, will release alarm

pheromone. The scent attracts other members of the hive or colony to collectively
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address the threat.

Humans appear to have a very similar capability. When scared or stressed, humans

produce chemosignals, and while you may not consciously recognize the smell of

fear or stress, it can have a subconscious impact, making you feel afraid or stressed

too.

Humans also tend to mimic the feelings of those around us, and this is yet another

way through which an emotion can spread like wild<re through a community or an

entire nation — for better or worse. Behavioral psychologists refer to this as

“emotional contagion,” and it works both positive and negative emotions.

For example, if you’re greeted by a smile when meeting someone, you’re likely to

smile back, mimicking their facial expression and behavior. If someone looks at you

with an angry scowl, you’re likely to suddenly feel angry too, even if you weren’t before

and have no subjective reason to — other than that someone looked at you the

“wrong” way.

However, while both positive and negative emotions are contagious, certain emotions

spread faster and easier than others. Research cited in the Nova report found that

“high arousal” emotions such as awe (high-arousal positive emotion) and anger or

anxiety (high-arousal negative emotion) are more “viral” than low-arousal emotions

such as happiness or sadness.

The Nova report also points out that researchers have been mining Twitter and other

social media data to better understand how emotions are spread, and the types of

messages that spread the fastest. However, they ignored the primary culprits, Google

and Facebook both of which steal your private data and use it to manipulate your

behavior.
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At the time, in 2017, they said this information was being harvested and used to

develop ways to avoid public messaging that might incite mass panic. But the COVID-

19 pandemic suggests the complete opposite. Clearly, behavioral experts have been

busy developing ways to generate maximum fear, anxiety and panic.

How to Inoculate Yourself Against Negative Contagion

At the end of the report, Nova cites research detailing three effective ways to

“immunize” yourself against negative emotional contagions.

1. Distract yourself from the source of the negative contagion — In the case of

pandemic fearporn, that might entail not reading or listening to mainstream

media news that for the past year have proven themselves incapable of

levelheadedness.

2. Project your own positive emotions back at the source of the negative contagion

— If talking to someone who is fearful, they might end up “catching” your

optimism rather than the other way around.

3. Speak up — If someone is unwittingly spreading “negative vibes,” telling them so

might help them realize what they’re doing. (This won’t work if the source is

knowingly and purposely spreading fear or anxiety though.)

Pandemic of Panic

In a recent Tweet,  Ivor Cummins, a biochemical engineer who researches the root

causes of chronic disease, shared a short video detailing the root cause of the panic

pandemic. Why has the whole world seemingly gone mad from fear?

As explained by Cummins, the outsized level of public fear is the result of a

9
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catastrophic feedback loop system where political and mainstream media drivers are

pushing fear onto the public, and public fears are then feeding the media (fear sells)

and pushing politicians to take action, which generates more fear messages. And so,

round and round it goes.

However, at a certain point, this engine of fear starts losing steam. To keep the

pandemic pandemonium going, academics bearing doomsday predictions were

brought in to scare politicians and provide more fearporn fodder for the media.

Aiding the academic drivers are unelected, undemocratic organizations such as the

World Health Organization, the World Economic Forum, the United Nations, the

International Monetary Fund, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Big Pharma

(just to name a few), all of which support these academic doomsday prophets from

behind the scenes or openly promote them.

All of the organizations Cummins mentions are part of a technocratic, unelected elite

that are making decisions for the entire world. If we were to somehow shut down this

secondary engine that feeds into the <rst, the global insanity would probably start to

abate.

The question is, can that be done? Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has likened our current

predicament to “an apocalyptical battle,”  as we’re facing formidable undemocratic

forces with seemingly unlimited <nancial resources, political in?uence and the ability

to control the global landscape of communications.

We’re facing a globalist agenda that ultimately seeks to gain total control by stripping

away human rights and the rights of countries, and they’re using “biosecurity” as

justi<cation for it all.

Exposing the Grand Plan

10
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As explained by journalist James Corbett in his October 16, 2020, Corbett Report,

the Great Reset is a new “social contract” that ties every person to it through an

electronic ID linked to your bank account and health records, and a social credit ID

that will end up dictating every facet of your life.

It’s about getting rid of capitalism and free enterprise, and replacing them with

“sustainable development” and “stakeholder capitalism” — terms that belie their

nefarious, antihumanity intents. As noted in the book, “Technocracy: The Hard Road

to World Order”:

“… Sustainable Development is Technocracy … The Sustainable Development

movement has taken careful steps to conceal its true identity, strategy and

purpose, but once the veil is lifted, you will never see it any other way. Once

its strategy is unmasked, everything else will start to make sense.”

In her blog post “The Great Reset for Dummies,” journalist Tessa Lena summarizes

the purpose behind the call for a global “reset”:

“The mathematical reason for the Great Reset is that thanks to technology,

the planet has gotten small, and the inBnite expansion economic model is

bust — but obviously, the super wealthy want to continue staying super

wealthy, and so they need a miracle, another bubble, plus a surgically precise

system for managing what they perceive as ‘their limited resources.’

Thus, they desperately want a bubble providing new growth out of thin air —

literally — while simultaneously they seek to tighten the peasants’ belts, an

effort that starts with ‘behavioral modiBcation,’ a.k.a. resetting the western

peasants’ sense of entitlement to high life standards and liberties … The

practical aim of the Great Reset is to fundamentally restructure the world’s

economy and geopolitical relations based on two assumptions:
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One, that every element of nature and every life form is a part of the global

inventory (managed by the allegedly benevolent state, which, in turn, is

owned by several suddenly benevolent wealthy people, via technology).

And two, that all inventory needs to be strictly accounted for: be registered in

a central database, be readable by a scanner and easily ID’ed, and be

managed by AI, using the latest ‘science.’

The goal is to count and then eOciently manage and control all resources,

including people, on an unprecedented scale, with unprecedented digital …

precision — all while the masters keep indulging, enjoying vast patches of

conserved nature, free of unnecessary sovereign peasants and their

unpredictability.”

These new global “assets” can also be turned into brand-new <nancial instruments

that can then be traded. For example, Zero-Budget Natural Farming is now being

introduced in India. This is a brand-new concept of farming in which farmers must

trade the carbon rate in their soil on the global market if they want to make a living.

They’ll get no money at all for the crops they actually grow.

The Pandemic Has Been a Psychological Operation

There’s not a single area of life that is left out of this Great Reset plan. The planned

reform will affect everything from government, energy and <nance to food, medicine,

real estate, policing and even how we interact with our fellow human beings in

general.

It goes without saying that to radically transform every last part of society has its

challenges. No person in their right mind would agree to it if aware of the details of

the whole plan. So, to roll this out, they had to use psychological manipulation, and

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/01/vandana-shiva-oneness-versus-the-1.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/28/the-great-reset.aspx
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fear is the most effective tool for inducing compliance there is.

The following graphic illustrates the central role of fearmongering for the successful

rollout of the Great Reset.

Social Engineering Is Central to Technocratic Rule

Technocracy is inherently a technological society run through social engineering. Fear

is but one manipulation tool. The focus on “science” is another. Anytime someone

dissents, they’re simply accused of being “anti-science,” and any science that

con?icts with the status quo is declared “debunked science.”

The only science that matters is whatever the technocrats deem to be true, no matter

how much evidence there is against it. We’ve seen this <rst-hand during this

pandemic, as Big Tech has censored and banned anything going against the opinions

of the WHO, which is just another cog in the technocratic machine.

If we allow this censorship to continue, the end result will be nothing short of

devastating. So, we simply must keep pushing for transparency, truth, medical

freedom, personal liberty and the right to privacy.

Recognizing that the fear we feel has been carefully manufactured can help free us

from its grip, and once we — en masse — no longer believe the lies being put before

us, the engine driving the fear and panic will eventually run out of steam.

 

Darzoum

Dr. Mercola has advised the application of cycling to maximize the effectiveness of various health

practices.  Ketogenic diets are effective when cycled to maintain metabolic ?exibility.  Likewise, heavy

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/06/hope-despite-censorship.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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workout days need to be interspersed with recovery days; fasting days interspersed with feasting days;

various nutrients and foods need to be cycled as well to receive their maximum bene<t.  Cycling is

simply what works.  The same principle can be found everywhere: music cannot crescendo

inde<nitely… impact must contrast with repose; a painting section pops out when set it against

darkness, as Rembrandt knew.

One of the indications that the “pandemic” policies were a deliberate psy-op was in the application of

the principle of cycling to the administration of fear.  That doesn’t happen by accident.  This is a know

torture technique used in psychological warfare.  “You have got someone tightening the screw, then

loosening the screw, then tightening it again. It’s like a torture scenario,” as Laura Dodsworth is quoted

in the article.  The anticipation of the next round magni<es the fear by getting one’s own imagination

working against oneself.

Cycling occurs across various time scales, like a fractal.  California just announced a cessation of the

various policy mandates… I don’t know the details since I didn’t pay attention in the <rst place.  This

may mark a winding down of the large-scale covid episode, within which there were various lesser

cycles of the state-sponsored terrorism.  If this marks a relative closure to covid, a repose, we now

know, by the principles of cycling, to expect the next iteration… another “pandemic,” a global

cyber-attack/economic-collapse, space aliens... these things are all being set up.  The article suggests

ways to “inoculate” against the fear, but perhaps the best way is in actually seeing the pattern and the

game being played against us.  It is said perfect love casts out fear, but in a pinch, being pissed off will

also work.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

markuzick

If the "vaccines" do their intended job of mimicking a more virulent viral strain, the next cycle will

be covid once more. The only ways this won't happen is if the "vaccines" don't do their job; the

public <gures out the truth; or those in power decide they don't want  "The Great Reset" after all.

That's not to say that they won't also keep the other panic cycles, like climate change or WW3,

going too.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/markuzick/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

juststeve

Perfect post, and who needs aliens when we have the 1%.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

tillthen

Thank you, The cycling thing is a biggy for me.  Splains alot.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

balhawk

It also help to have faith that there is indeed a great reset coming -- but NOT the kind the

technofascists have in mind.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Randyfast

"The anticipation of the next round magni<es the fear by getting one’s own imagination working

against oneself." That one sentence is extremely relevant, David. I've seen this as a Total PsyOps

from the beginning. All the criminal oligarchs had to do was; plant the seeds of fear and doubt,

stoke those <res occasionally; and then it would be a matter of "Nothing to fear; but fear, itself"!

People are not getting sick; and yet, they have a totally irrational fear of getting "sick with covid" -

even almost a year and a half later; during which time - they have not been sick! I think I'm running

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/tillthen/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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out of ways to state this obvious fact! Should they begin to worry about all the other diseases that

they DON'T have?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

IICapn

The other "pandemics" are already underway. This is supposed to be the year where disclosure

happens about UFOs and such. We have CRT setting up more and more discontent and furthered

racial tension. Then CRT will be applied to gender identity. Then we have Biden poking at Russia.

We have the normal looming ecological disasters. Throw on some virus variants and - Dr. Mercola

wrote recently about this - but I was saying at the beginning - what about bacterial resistance that

got everyone to stop using hand sanitizer years ago? If you just made a short list, of the arti<cial

exacerbation of fear through "threat to your survival", it seems pretty concocted. The cultural

"threat to your survival" tactic, has been employed brilliantly by teaching people to assume, that

their identity is an outward projection of their psychology unhindered. So, there's never going to be

any peace, only bad guys - as no group/person, can ever truly project themselves outwardly

without resistance. This was manufactured. The environment "threat to your survival" tactic, works

by creating new enemies/threats/pipeline hacks/etc. I just think the timing of this so called

"disclosure"  moment, is interesting. I mean you just think for a while, and if you were a bunch of

billionaires wanting to rule the world, how you would convince people to obey/forfeit/whatever -

you'd cook up scenario after scenario. I'm not saying there are no threats, but some are

manufactured.

I found it very interesting that when vaccine tests were going on, Russia preemptively stated they

had their own vaccine. It seems like they were saying, "We don't want your vaccine." Russia and the

US, it seems to me, when under Trump, were <ghting against globalism. The impetus to get rid of

Trump, and to constantly keep Russia a villain, seems quite predictable if globalism was an enemy

for them.

Posted On 06/18/2021
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Charly ali

Yes, Darzoum you've got it right. I was thinking while reading this article, which I thank Dr. Mercola

for, that I am like a walking body of emotion. it's emotions that drive my thoughts, an awful lot of

the time. Then I was thinking about how the warrior appears in me, when damage is being done,

and my only thoughts rise, from above the din. It's a nightmare world these billionaires have

envisioned, which can't possibly work the way they would like. They need to put down their various

"weapons of mass destruction," (I think that came from "W's" administration.) Make peace not war,

I'll credit the Flower Children of the 60's for that, I am one. Now, why should they do this? Because,

it is the people who have made what they have possible, and they blame the people for their own

lack of insight. Their lack of faith in people has caused them to use treacherous means, yet they

have been guilty of weakening everyone - through the weakening of laws that were supposed to

reduce the use of dangerous chemicals, pollution and the degradation of soil and water. Let God be

by our sides.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

har1272

California's governor just signed an executive order that fully vaccinated workers can go maskless,

while unvaccinated workers cannot.  How does this prevent the vaccinated maskless from

transmitting the virus?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

BigFoxy

CA governor also says vaccinated people can get a digital vaccine record from the CA Dept of

Public Health but insists it's not a vaccine passport besides retaining his emergency powers!

 Really hope there are enough votes to recall and replace him.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

00

Oh gosh yes - Darzoum....  you said "another “pandemic,” a global cyber-attack/economic-collapse,

space aliens..." the space aliens - they will be the next to control us!    Are we sure we aren't the

stars in a movie????

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Kanadian45

Lol...yeppir......pissed off works for me!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

har1272

"Really hope there are enough votes to recall and replace him." I'll vote to replace him, but hopefully

we have a better choice than a reality tv star or a guy that drags around a drugged bear for a prop.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

iwokeup

I can sense the heartache from the other commentators.  Since March 2020, I, too, have done

everything in my power to tactfully point out the massive Holocaust that is headed our way.  However, I

disagree with calling these people who are lining up for these shots as stupid or sheeple.  They are

fearful tortured
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souls.  I understand what’s in their hearts and heads.  Let me explain how I know.  Up until a breast

cancer diagnosis in 2018, I was one of them.  I let fear rule my decisions, and made the most

regrettable choice to listen to conventional medicine and get a double mastectomy.  I even became

defensive to a good friend of mine who gently told me that mammograms are harmful.  I was not ready

to listen to anything that could rock my world. Once that ordeal was over, I decided to pour my energies

into getting to the bottom of things so that my daughter and nieces can learn from my nightmare.  I

slowly <gured out the massive scam I fell for.  It took about a year of research. I would spent about 4

hours daily, while the kids were in school,  pouring over everything online, including scienti<c literature.

 I connected all the dots, I could see the octopus and it’s millions of tentacles into our everyday

thoughts. How I desperately thought “please let me be wrong about all this so that I can go back into

my safe little reality”.  Once I accepted my new reality, I suppose it’s known as being red-pilled, I

approached the next rats nest, better known as “vaccines”, and noticed the exact same psychological

tactics being used!  It was the same pattern!  The exact same narrative!  I used to be pro-vaccines,

never bothered to look into these “crazy conspiracies”, and quickly realized the monumental scam I fell

for.  Then when 2020 hit, I was like “aha!  Here we go again, but now on a global scale!”  My warnings to

my loved ones fell on deaf ears.  I think it takes a massive personal tragedy to “wake up”.  But I will

never stop trying.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

"The Greatest trick Satan ever pulled was to convince humanity he did not exist". The level of fear

so many have experienced is the Fear of Death ~ whether real or not. The media keeps pounding

that message into the sub-conscious world-wide by ONLY reporting "New cases" and "COVID"

deaths. Sheeple implies an unwillingness to stop and wake up to observe what is going on around

oneself and simply following everyone else - like lemmings running off a cliff. Even when

presented with factual information they refuse to see the truth & one cannot help wonder the level

of brain function. While "stupid" is insulting it does portray an accurate description. The root word

stupid comes from the Latin verb stupere for being numb or astonished, and is related to the word

stupor, itself meaning a lack of critical mental function and level of consciousness, in which a

person is mostly unresponsive and responds only to intense stimuli such as pain or fear. Still, most
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of the commenters have shown great restraint and compassion in continuing to try educating the

sheep. We are acutely aware of what all this means and we see where this can potently lead to. We

are <ghting evil on a Spiritual and physical level and we have the numbers if only we can awaken

them to this evil.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

MoMac46

I woke up: You have come through so much - I am so sorry you had to go through all that suffering.

You are aware now and you have all the wonderful advice from Dr Mercola and the posters here

who have a vast amount of medical knowledge and are always providing various links.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

sio6474

It takes courage to wake up and face reality, you did, you are a hero!

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

markuzick

Though fear itself is often counterproductive, there actually is a real basis for fear: THE STATE, being

the embodiment of the moral corruption of a society, creates actual threats; dangers; and destruction

to life; liberty; and civilized order to exploit and plunder its victims with its perpetual promotion of

divisiveness; anarchy; and wars and using misdirection camou?aged by fear and disinformation. Germ

warfare is real and it seems that it may kill billions. That they try to blame it on nature; or that the key

component of the bio-weapon turns out to be the so called "vaccines", does not mean there is no basis

for fear, only that in mindless panic; blind faith in the state; and the relinquishment of personal
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responsibility in exchange for promises of security and other free stuff, like food and medical care, lies

only ruin and death. More than anything else, it's the zombies I see everywhere around me that gives

me reason to feel fear that I'm part of a society suffering from dementia and on its death bed.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

stanleybecker

my take on "FEAR" as emplopyed by the propaganda Slave Masters is that after 15 months of

Lockdowns and threats of Lockdowns the public has been so demoralized that  now PERSECUTION

and TORTURE would be more apt in describing the methods used to manipulate and control

Zomnie Culture  they are now threatening more Lockdown measures and putting pressure on

employers to FORCE COMPLIANCE with the Russian Roulette also known as the DEATH SHOT  the

goal remains universal pseudo vaccination as this is the Commercial Driver of this whole <asco  

what is Snake Gates's vision for the Planet he now RULES  his intentions have been made clear by

his reiteration of the need for POPULATION DECLINE  this MORON wants to end HUMAN

CIVILIZATION and limit our Planet's habitation to a few thousand oligarchs like himself and other

PATRICIAN families  the Snake has made this sel<sh self importantly driven message  over and

over again in countless TV propaganda exercises where his standpoint is conveyed as one of

planetary importance   Zombie Culture which obtains its direction from the phosphorescent screen

also known as the "IDIOT BOX" sucks it in and OBEYS/ OBEYS/ OBEYS  

Zombie Culture is glued to the TV in Lockstep as the Snake licks his reptile lips and awaits the

coming apocalypse of death and destruction that has been predicted by many top scientists post

RNA poisoning ......    this is partially psychological but mainly BRUTAL OPPRESSION of the Nazi

variety

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

eileenruth
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You just hit the nail on it’s head! I feel the same, suddenly surrounded by an unimaginable group of

abiding zombies! I’m standing quite alone amongst all this current mess.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

boobtube

Well said, Markuzick.  That last sentence, "I'm part of a society suffering from dementia on it's

death bed," really nails it.  The blind panic I observe in the public at large is stunning.  I was reading

letters to the editor daily in my local propaganda sheet of people begging for mandatory

vaccination of others so that THEY can feel safe(ignoring the concept that the vaccine is supposed

to be protecting them in the <rst place).  Others beg for the digital vaccine passports, which fascist

Cuomo has obliged them with in NY, so that only the "protected" may enter public places.  I had to

cancel my subscription to the newspaper when I could see that fear was being used to peddle their

papers and they were ignoring facts that were counter to their disinformation.  Even when I would

send them links to research that proved their stories wrong, they continued to print nonsense from

their supposed experts(usually just university medical teachers who parrot the CDC

press-releases).  The worst was several opinion columns by a guy who was head of ethics at NYU

medical demanding mandatory vaccination.  That's ethics?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

islander129

One could also say that the fear is justi<ed---it's just that it is being misdirected. I am reminded of

something I was told by a horse lover. Many people are afraid of horses. If a fearful approach a

horse while "shedding" fear pheromones, the horse senses the fear. It does not conclude that a

human is afraid of ITSELF, the horse. The horse concludes that there is something else nearby that

is causing the human's fear. The human's fear is thus communicated to the horse. The fear it feels

is not of the human, but of the unseen danger the human seems to be reacting too. Maybe the

horse rears up in its own fear. Now the human is even more scared of horses . . .
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I have said this a number of time over the past 15 months: I am less afraid of covid-19 than I am of

the entities that creating mass panic and feeding off the fear. Oddly enough, when I have tried to

communicate alternative information to friends and to warn them of what I perceive as the real

danger behind the propaganda and manipulations (not to mention, of the jabs themselves), I have

been accused of "fear mongering."

This is, in a nutshell, the purpose of the use of the "conspiracy theory" weapon: to divert the people

away from the real source of danger or from even considering alternative self-protective actions

(which is the purpose of the <ght or ?ight reaction to perceived danger).

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

juststeve

And this has been going on probably longer than written history. Divide to Rule through fear, until

we have reached today. Divided so much the house can not stand.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mrrobb

Mick  said it right here....   www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

A friend of mine, an osteopath doctor who is well aware of what has been going on the past 16

months, made a homeopathic recommendation for me after making an incorrect assumption. She
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said, due to my fear of COVID I could take Aconite. I quickly corrected her saying I am NOT afraid

of COVID, but afraid of the massive overreach of governments and planned obsolescence of our

freedoms and liberties; the destruction of America as it is the last stronghold of those principles in

the world. Once America falls, so too the world falls. I added, the level of anger over this is cause

enough for a 2nd American Rev...... "Fear is a motivator; Fear of Death is the Great manipulator."

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Krofter

mark - I see things a bit differently.  I see massive overreach by those running the plandemic, to the

point that the entire scam is back<ring on them.  I see an awakening the likes of which have not

been seen since the '60's.  Thanks to this, a massive uprising against the elites is underway.  The

weapon of fear is being redirected at those few who created it.  In other words, instead of

widespread fear, I see widespread hope.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

balhawk

I'm with Krofter here.   Awareness need not imply succumbing to fear ourselves.   Calm, sensible

rationality is in too short of supply in this world that has lost its collective senses.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

SuperSing

@boobtube Have you read The Epoch Times? Great paper. Expensive, but excellent.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

wwalkerware

Mark, you nailed it!  Thanks

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

Retsbew

I’ve tried since the day I <rst read about the plan-demic in the UK rag, the Daily Mail, to keep all my

friends informed about real and imagined dangers via factual articles about Covid 19.      People I’ve

known for years know what I’ve done - journalism, mental health, law, the three main areas.  What’s

relevant is that my mother eliminated the excellent education I’d had in the UK and replaced it with a

spit ‘em out quick secretarial college in Toronto, so that I would always have a job was her rationale -

and I concede to her logic; I was usually employed.  In retrospect I suppose I used my employment as

an education.

A couple of side-bars to my employment were Advertising and Public Health.  The psychology of

advertising fascinated me and I was also a Graphic Designer.  I took myself to college as a ‘mature

student’ (deplorable title) and we had courses in university level Psychology and Advertising as part of

the Journalism curriculum.  When I was a Court Reporter, like any of us, I always knew the outcome of

the trial before it <nished.  It’s just an ability you develop after recording at so many trials.

All that stuff I know is useful and I never ever thought the Covid 19 scare project was worthy of

instilling fear.  But I did read most of the malarky the endorsers published.  I knew my friends might be

frightened so I’d regularly forward something re-assuring from people like Dr. Mercola and Jon

Rappoport, who’s also brilliant at dissecting scams.  How shocked I was when one of my friends

(known her 40 years +) emailed, you must have too much time on your hands.  Aren’t you scared?  So,

of course, I wrote back, no I’ve never been scared.  That’s what all the “journalists” are trying to do, is

scare you.  That friend of mine and her children have had one shot that I know of.  I still keep in touch

with all my friends and I still try to help them understand the manipulation.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Retsbew

But my friends and relatives are so scared, I think their critical thinking has been sidelined and

conformity is a great attraction if you don’t know what to do.  And it's the “journalists” (in that I

include so-called, News Anchors, etc.) we can thank for this state of affairs.  Get your shot now, it’s

your big chance, what if we run out of vaccines?!! Brie?y put, I think Nuclear Plants scared me

much more and still do because the stupidity, greed and purposeful ignorance today gives me no

con<dence in the plants or the people overseeing them.  You earn a whack of $$$ in Ontario if

you’re employed at a nuclear plant.  And, hey, who worries about the pollution or cancer in late life?

 To call nuclear plants green or electric cars green, (that will cause the proliferation of plants), is

bizarre and demonic in my opinion.  

I think the only way to stop the fear is to be more outspoken.  Write letters to agencies, like the

College of Physicians & Surgeons in Ontario, why they are wrong to dictate to doctors that they are

not allowed to be in open discussion with patients and must follow the party line.  I’ve already sent

the interview with Dr. Christiane Northrup and Mike Adam to Sunnybrook Hospital in Toronto,

because Christiane is so good at hitting home with the real issue.  She was a gynaecologist and

obstetrician and she sees the path of destruction aimed at women via Covid 19.  

I’m never rude and I show respect when I write a serious complaint.  If this was 10 years ago I’d be

demonstrating.  But the police are too often out of control now.  We never had that problem in the

’60’s with passive resistance.  We have to change this one step at a time and we can’t do that

preaching to the choir.  Every day more and more sane people are taking a stand publicly.  They

need our support.  It takes a lot of bravery to do that in this climate, but I am 100% with what

they’re trying to achieve and I’m too busy thinking of what to do next than to be fearful.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Robert123456
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I use often humor and cynicism when i talks with other people about the coronahoax. That works

although some people trying to avoid me.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Jennycat24

I know what you mean about people being scared - last Christmas my sister proudly told me her

son was sitting in their dining room - with all the windows open (all the time he was there), wanting

to see his parents at Christmas but terri<ed (as were they) of killing them with this virus.  I tried to

reason with her, but social media had done its work too well - and so often!  (These two were highly

quali<ed University professors too - but they had just given up the ability to reason their way out of

a paper bag - it just shows, because you have a couple of degrees doesn't mean you could make an

informed decision under stress...). That interview with Dr Christiane Northrup that you found was

brilliant, wasn't it?   I've been politely writing to my political representative from the get go on this

whole mess, but not one word have I had in reply .... I still don't know if he agrees but knows until

the tide turns it would be unwise to agree, or if he's either immoral or unbearably stupid.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

cam7371

Very well written! I have noticed and have experienced much of what you talk about. I too have

observed over the course of some 50 years how easily people can be molded in how they think and

conduct themselves. I use to be far more trusting but over time that trust has eroded due to abuse

of power. It is much easier to conform than it is to resist! A friend once said that people will choose

the course of least resistance. Watching the developments over the past year and a half have

demonstrated that observation to be true. I really didn’t think that so many would actually cut in

line to get these untested experimental vaccines. That was unexpected! I thought that there would

be more questioning in the safety and effectiveness. People put more research in the shampoo

they use than they did getting this jab. Like you, I forwarded articles on building up our immunity
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before the vaccines were released. I got very little feedback. I did however get a reply from a friend

who appreciated the information and asked me more questions. I have never told people what they

should do but have encouraged them to do their homework before rolling up their sleeves. Those

around me know where I stand! That is important! My body! My choice!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

DennisJames

You are on top of your game!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

balhawk

Good on you.  You can lead a person to reason, but that won't necessarily make them think.  Like

Robert said, using humor is a good way to get through to people.  Often it's just pointing out the

obvious,l like saying it's as if everybody is deathly ill and going around biting people.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

MoMac46

Retsbew : You have had an interesting work journey through life so many different people must

have in?uenced your life. I worked as a graphic designer too,  though in my earlier days before

computers I was called a commercial artist after several years at Glasgow school of art. You are

doing good work by reaching out to help people. Fear is a debilitating emotion, and reassuring

people with your advice and letting people know about Dr Mercola's articles and good advice along

with others of like minds must give some hope, even if they don't see it at the time.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Retsbew

MoMac46, what you wrote touched me - if you have an artistic temperament it's not that easy

conforming.  Early on after reading some sad stories, I decided I'd be existential because it made

sense.  So occasionally I'd <nd the train hurtling down the track and have to act at the last minute.

 It did work out, or I wouldn't still be here...  I was anti Gov. George Wallace, anti Vietnam, anti

nuclear power, etc.  Even though I'm very right brain, I had to use the other side to stop stuff.  Did

my own NAFTA (North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement) visa ap because lawyers charge $1,000 +.

 Lots of people here are hi on the social comprehension level, which is why it's such a great place

to come.  Then there are those brill types who do maths and words... OMG.  I think one of the ways

to get this situation <xed is to come together - to stop divide and conquer.  It's important to help

people who've taken the "vaccine" and I keep on with emails to them with suggestions from Dr.

Mercola to mitigate the results of the "vaccine" if possible.  I don't know how much longer they'll be

here, but I can't stop trying - when I did Different Drummer for Canadian Mental Health, there was a

saying inside the front cover:  There but for the grace of God go I.

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

Maxwell53

For those who haven’t heard, we are witnessing a globally coordinated plan (conspiracy) to use fear

and "safety" as cover for a “reset” of the world economy and society. This is a planned and

internationally coordinated strategy by the most powerful global elites-the ruling class There’s lots of

different terminology and branding, for example: Great Reset, Fourth Industrial Revolution,

Technocracy. The main aim of this plan is the concentration of power over capital, wealth, people and

nature in the hands of the very largest corporations and monopolies. This plan for a new phase of

global capitalism is enabled by national states and governments, international organizations and

quangos (EU, UN, NATO, IMF, WTO, WHO, Gates, GAVI). With no clear lines between state and non-state

actors, this is also a form of global corporatism. Environmentalist and egalitarian-sounding narratives

and slogans such as sustainability, identity, fairness and equity are used to both obscure the class
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nature of the plan and to appeal to and co-opt ‘left’ and ‘progressive’ people and movements.

This is not in any way a “conspiracy theory” and anyone who rejects it as such is just not paying

attention. It is being done in plain sight, in front of our eyes, openly. “Public Safety” is being used as the

catch-all justi<cation to entrench the Biosecurity State.

You can only understand the lockdown imperative in this context, for example it is an ideal opportunity

for big capitalists and their state facilitators to crush SMEs and expand monopolies and for western

states to permanently curtail ‘legacy freedoms’ that are hurdles to their dominance. I believe that

people with immense wealth and power conspire- this is not a theory it is a proven historical fact. If you

still cannot fathom that people with immense wealth and power conspire, then that doesn’t make me a

“conspiracy theorist” — it makes you a coincidence theorist. And an idiot.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Ms.Savvy

Indeed! Stumbled on a book that goes into this and incredible lists of sources after each chapterit

is called "Seeing Through The Singularity, Uncovering The Cosmic Conspiracy" by Douglas Hauger

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Kanadian45

Unfortunately there are lots of idiots.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Havanasilks
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Before it gets taken down, YouTube has allowed a live CPAC interview in Canada with MP Derek Sloan,

health ministers and a slew of physicians who are actively questioning the Covid jabs:

https://youtu.be/vUrp5PlnBwQ  Absolutely CHILLING and moreover, amazing that they haven't pulled it

down yet.....

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rrealrose

Havanasilks, Thanks for porting this link; did you notice his right eye? Talk about someone under

excess stress...wish there were some way to support this guy's efforts.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

ragus

Finnish politician Ano Turtiainen warns parliament about the new treatment:

www.reddit.com/r/NoNewNormal/comments/o0v3k7/<nnish_politician_says_a..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

islander129

"Members of the Scienti<c Pandemic In?uenza Group on Behavior (SPI-B) expressed regret"

 Expressed "regret"?? These people scarcely sound human themselves. It sounds like something an AI

might come up with as an "appropriate response" to awareness of guilt. This is like Himmler

"expressing regret" for genocide. Unfortunately this now sounds like just another layer of manipulation

and sowing confusion, also attempting to disarm opponents. If "mistakes were made," then those who

"made" those "mistakes" belong in jail or worse. At the very least they are <red, their pensions

canceled, and their operation shut down for good. They need to be "denazi<ed" before they can be
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allowed to return to normal society. Which they have, however, more or less destroyed.  Get their names

and string them up.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Good_Hands

Oh, it's coming. The truth is emerging and a whole bunch of people are goin' down. Now's the time

to fetch a bowl of popcorn and settle in for the unraveling of the plot.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

DennisJames

BINGO!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Marago

100% agree!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

otis101

Yes!
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

SuperSing

Violation of the Nuremberg Code is punishable by death. It's unfortunate that so many in our

society have never heard of the trials after WWII or Nuremberg. Products of public school.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Astrocomical

I never believed the video of the Chinese man getting stiff and falling on the ground or the welding of

the apartment buildings in China. I also don't believe the videos showing all the cobns.  Could have

been something else in India or maybe an everyday occurrence as hundreds of thousands die every

year there. I also don't believe the numbers they give of people dying from this so-called virus.  What

happened to critical thinking? The hospital near me is dead and quiet even at the beginning of this

plandemic and ever since after.  When they put up tents practically NOBODY showed up.  That went

quiet really fast.  But it's too late now.  Millions have taken the mRNA shot trusting blindingly.  Already

the deaths have begun with 4 pilots in Britain dead from the same airlines after taking the shots.  All

were reported healthy men.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

jamNjim

Yeah, where were all the ambulances? If this many people had called 911 to get taken to the

hospital because they couldn't breath there would have been NONSTOP SIRENS blaring!

Remember, here in the USA they were telling people with symptoms to STAY HOME and not go to

the hospital or doctor's obce. They wanted you to do a zoom meeting with your doctor and they

would mail you your meds. They said ONLY people with breathing dibculties will be admitted to the
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hospital/emergency room! I never saw a single ambulance drive by my house throughout this

entire pandemic and I live on a busy street.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

jamNjim

What’s more phenomenal about this is I live next door to a Jewish Nursing Home! It’s a very large

facility. The only thing separating my property from the nursing home’s is a drainage canal. Any

ambulance that would have arrived at this facility to take someone to the emergency room would

have had their sirens on and I would have heard it.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Havanasilks

I Googled this story about the 4 pilots and, yes, not only is it true and ongoing but there is a

growing fear of allowing jabbed pilots of which 85% have been jabbed to continue to ?y.

Additionally, one of the posters of the story , in order to post it on Twitter, referred throughout the

story and in the headline to the jab as "Maxine"...... Again, this is the most terrifying part of ALL of

this....the censoring, suppression and public attacks over anyone even asking a simple question

about ....."Maxine"....

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Kanadian45

4 healthy men dead. Why isn’t that reported on MSM? We know why.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

ellivoc

Try singing "Do you hear the People sing" from Les Miserable, It will boost your strength and you can't

be fed up when singing. I have another, it is sung to the tune of the old protest song "Last night I had

the strangest dream", here are the new words:

Last night I had the strangest dream, I ever dreamed before, //I dreamed the world had all agreed that

Covid's NOT a war. // I dreamed I saw a mighty room, the the room was <lled with men, //and the papers

they were signing said we'd all be free again.  //And when the papers all were signed and a million

copies made  //They all joined hands and hugged again and grateful prayers were prayed  //And the

people in the streets below were dancing round and round, //and jabs and masks and all the lies were

scattered on the ground. //Last night I had the strangest dream,  I ever had before  //I dreamed the

world had all agreed that Covid's NOT a war!!!!!

Hope you like this. Jennifer UK

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rrealrose

Thanks! was just thinking this the other day: www.youtube.com/watch   "Do you hear the people

sing? Singing the songs of angry men? It is the music of the people who will not be slaves again!

When the beating of your heart echoes the beating of the drums, there is a life about to start when

tomorrow comes! We have so few, WHERE are the angry men?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

SuperSing
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@rrealrose The angry men and woman are here! Billy boy Gates should watch that scene so he

knows what's coming for him. The whole world hates him with the exception of some techies and

cohorts who have the wool pulled over their eyes. There is nowhere on earth he can hide. If you're

not already on MeWe.com check it out. Dr. Mercola has a page there. There are great groups such

as "Surviving the Global Reset" "Children's Health Defense" "Alternative Medicine" and others.

There's also "Clean Comedy" to lift your spirits. MeWe is a safe place, unlike FB, no ads, no

censoring, no data mining ... Opposite of FB. If you join, friend me here and I'll tell you how to <nd

me there. (I use a nickname here, but my real name there.)

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Kanadian45

Brilliant!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

versatile

Distancing - treat your friends and family like strangers. Be afraid. •Sanitize - everything you touch is

dangerous. Be afraid. •Isolate - you might be infected. Be afraid. •Mask - do not show your face, your

smile, your emotions. Fear anyone who dares. •Ashamed be ashamed if you can't con<rm. Shame

those who do not conform. •Vaccinate - protect yourself from the virus. •Believe the media. Fear the

truth.

Don't believe the data, believe in the vaccine. Most important: cures are not allowed. No one is cured.

Nothing cures. Why? Cures and cured decrease fear. Fear cures - they are false. Fear cured - they are

lying. ...to your health, Tracy

Posted On 06/18/2021
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ellivoc

I must say, that from the very word wash hands often and sanitize I have speci<cally not washed

my hands as much as I used to, Oh, what a dirty person! Do not own a mask, have never had a

vaccine nor have any of my family, sing in public often. -Jennifer

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

The mass media fear campaign alone, without any actual virus, dysregulates the immune system

causing illness and death not to mention a drop in IQ and irrational behaviors...It's a no-cebo effect

invoking sympathetic <ght/?ight dominance in believers, just as a fearless loving mindset results in

miracle placebo healing. How can "doctors" ignore what is laced through their literature?  Just ignore

these posers proven so wrong for so long. Maybe look toward real industrial pollution, bad food,

mineral de<ciencies, EMFs, fake drugs, zombie neighbors, etc.   Don't worry/Be happy!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

pau77713

I turned off main stream news years ago and pretty much ignored the SCAMMDEMIC. I knew most

people were idiots but the amount of face diaper wearing COVIDIOTS. walking the planet identi<es who

they are. With VAERS reporting that as of June 4th, 5996 SHEEPLE have died from the "vaccines". Yet

they still line up for the poison. Big business is preparing for up to 1/2 of all vaccinated to be dead in  3

years, and adjusting their future employment models.

Posted On 06/18/2021
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BJC777

People lining up for shots, even though thousands have already died from the shot, shows the

extent that the lies, fear-mongering, and continuous propaganda, is in?uencing them. They are not

idiots, but very effectively brainwashed victims.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

katndognco

BJC777 they are foolish people. They’ve had the same opportunity to search the Internet as we

have. I rarely support the idea of one being a victim. I reserve that label for children, elderly and

animals that have been neglected and abused bc they’re defenseless and need our protection.

Some people choose ignorance, that doesn’t make them a victim.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

stanleybecker

an imaginary conversation between legendary Blackmailer Jeffrey Epstein and the Grand Snake Gates

{phone rings} ............... "hi Bill"............."oh hi Jeffrey" ............."Bill, you remember the conversation we

had about my idea for the SUPERIOR BIRTH PROGRAM , well Bill you promised 2.4 million dollars as a

startup" .............."Jeffrey, you have no idea how busy I have been lately  I have been organizing the

biggest <nancial killing in the history of the world and this has taken all my time" ....... "I understand Bill

but remember those photos I showed you of yourself and those young girls.............  I will publish those

in every sleaze outlet on the Planet in three days time unless you put the 2.4 . million dollars into our

joint account ...............  I have a hundred woman lined up to clone an Epstein line and then we can

clone a Gates line..............  our clones will RULE the world one day Bill   don't force me to publish

"........"don't worry Jeffrey you'll get your money"........................Bill Gates gave Jeffrey Epstein

2.4 million dollars FACT. and this SLEAZE Rules your world
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

juststeve

Hey Stan, don't let up stepping on the Snake's head! Maybe we need a kickstarter so you can get

bigger boot's! (The pun was intended - I know, groan.)

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

harvelicious

Stanleybecker - as you well know, this is the satanic game that is played whether it's between these

maniacal psychopaths, or, with the general public. It's all for the same end game, just using

different strategies, tactics & schemes. It's the most invasive & pervasive covert & overt psyop war

ever. Further to your reference to cloning, there is no doubt that this is also a big part of the end

game. It would likely be foolish & naïvely dismissive to think that this isn't already under way

through the death shots. A person like Gates, Schwab, Fauci, Epstein, Obama, Hillary, Soros, Biden,

many politicians & celebs, et al, would marvel at the idea of having their "superior" DNA is every

human on the planet, even if it was nothing more at this point than an innocuous fragment, or, a

stepping stone to further annexation & subjugation of everyone's DNA. I wonder how people would

react if they were told that if they take/got the death shot, they will also be getting/have some of

Snake Bill's DNA? By the level of acquiescence, ignorance & stupidity displayed so far, most may

also marvel in that, as well, & make him the biggest cult leader of all time!.....now, excuse me while

I go vomit.....

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rrealrose

Harvelicious, Just and Stan, Dunno about your ideas about how this Pharma Tyranny is playing out.
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Rather, the assumption that "perfect people" will somehow escape dastardly effects of these shots

may be seriously ?awed. The mRNA is encased in lipid nanoparticles, which for some unknown?

reason distribute or are taken up primarily in (mouse or rat study?) reproductive organs.

It now appears the FDA was assured and thought they were approving one thing vs. what is

actually occurring. This is no surprise. It was well-documented that Moderna's development work

hit a safety wall in 2017 and needed a serious boost to get their technology out of the barn...this

so-called pandemic provided a perfect opportunity. Last night, listened to Canadian pathologist

from Alberta, CA, Dr. Rodger Hodgkinson discussing possible rami<cations on the Highwire here:

www.bitchute.com/.../wJTYHO3KJRbW  --- What does their discussion of serious oversights and

tidbits tell you about their plans? And Melinda Gates had mentioned that Bill was looking to use

Epstein's in?uence to get a Nobel Prize! They were working on some project at Harvard Research

together. Knock me over w a feather.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

connierod

Probably close to the truth… not hard to imagine this as you tell it…

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

harvelicious

This new book has gaslighting & further psychological manipulation/warfare written all over it. This

appears to be another obvious normalization & pseudo-accountability tactic, but, this time, to also

cover their ass & keep kicking the can down the road! They knew exactly what they were doing from the

get-go, & now are trying to garner sympathy as another phase in the psyop, in spite of the damage is

already done & the initial goal achieved! They've set the deck & are merely playing out the game. A very

cruel, but, successful tactic of mind control is to <rst use gross exaggeration, displays of shock & awe,

blatant lies & deception as an affront to the real agenda, then, do the dirty deeds, followed by start
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revealing some of the truth & feign innocence/fallibility, for which, by this point, has the subject/s under

total mind control & truth is then dismissed & rejected for falsity by the targeted subjects.

In the rare case that any of these "useful idiots" is genuinely seeking to make amends, the only way

that any of these zealots can ever be considered for forgiveness is via full accountability, transparency,

deep humility & complete transformation through genuine humble atonement. They are never to be

trusted or believed until such point that they can honestly demonstrate & sustain a life of integrity,

humility & atonement, for which, is a very rare desire & transformative occurrence.

Do not under estimate the astounding, demonic & reprehensible level of sophistry & willful contempt

used against the people. They have employed a vast arsenal of deleterious tools/tactics & do not

expect them to back off because this is an all or nothing game. It's war! The people must ?at out

REJECT this tyranny, or, these satanic psychopaths will continue to use more & more clever, merciless

& barbaric means to obfuscate, oppress, humiliate, exploit, subjugate & destroy the populace. Never

forget that a leopard will change it's tactics, but, it will never changes it's spots.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mozo33

"When we divide the word at the expense of being one, what we use to divide it with becomes a pit

of a fearful sort."

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

umhuh....Bad cop, good cop.  Controlled opposition is the best kind for liars & deceivers....the

deceiving & being deceived, & their idols.  'Truth' with corruption mixed in & pointing men to trust

self or some idol in the place of the true & living God evidenced even in the fallen creation, &

acknowledged by conscience, the light of Christ that lighteth every man that cometh into the world.

 In the end, though, their web will neither cover nor subce, & no man lives forever.  Just some are
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subject to the <rst, temporal death only, while many will be subject to the second & eternal of their

own free will choice concerning conviction by the Holy Spirit of Truth rejected in part or in whole, or

received to repentance & faith in the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures, to

the new birth of God's power.  Isaiah 5 & 59...14; Hebrews 9; John 1,3 & 8; 1 Corinthians 15; 1 Peter

1 & Revelation 20 KJB.

Jesus said the <rst shall be last, and the last <rst.  And that those who exalt themselves will be

abased, while those who humble themselves will be exalted ...in due time.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Well Joe and friends,I am really happy to have read the above because it is EXACTLY the information

that the general public needs to learn about and to be aware of.It is essential to be aware of the

mindset of the "technocratic elite"and how it is being used in the service of an attempted totalitarian

control of the planet.Here in Nepal i am actively now speaking out to intelligent friends about this

,many of whom are school principals and teachers and also to the children.It is amazing and positive

that so many are open to listening rather than mindlessly believing in the mass media propaganda.

   I teach and share meditation and this helps in two ways.Firstly ,by keeping the brain neurology at a

low frequency(below 8 hertz which is the natural frequency of nature}folks can stay calm and peaceful

within and most importantly ,intelligent.This low frequency also maximises healing of the body and the

maintenance of good health.Secondly ,by helping people to become centred in their being ,their

original intelligence,rather than in their conditioning and programming,which is the source of

unintelligent behaviour approved of by politicians and the elite.None of the vested interests want

intelligent ,self-trusting individuals.They want instead obedient,programmed sheep whose behaviours

can be easily controlled by the mass media propaganda and who will not cause any inconvenient

disturbance to their control agenda.I have to be courageous and honest enough to say that

regrettably,this kind of deep conditioning starts in the education systems of the world,where the

emphasis lies not on the true meaning of the word education,namely to draw out through loving

acceptance the unique original essence and intelligence of the individual,but instead to turn out carbon

copies who are ready to regurgitate the right answers in order to get ahead in a competitive society.I
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know i cannot change people :it is the individual's freedom to believe whatever,but at least i can share

my truth.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

lel36357

Dear Siriousbe 1.  How do you manage to keep the main frequency level down at or below 8 hertz?

 That may be easier with mountains and a national philosophy of calmness and appreciation of

nature and spirituality, but here in the USA with all the electronic arti<cial manipulation of

emotions, that would be a challenge.  I'd love to help spread that sense of calm but would

appreciate some guidance from you.  Thank you.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Bigfetch

In our recorded history, we have had many paradigm shifts from the stone age onwards. This is

another one, and necessary on a number of fronts. Not just education needing reform , as you well

stated, but also medicine, law, economics and politics all ready to evolve; all based on accumulated

belief memories. Each system has outlived its usefulness. As with previous shifts, some think

certain people are responsible, when in fact they are just playing a role, unknowingly of course.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

panamadana

That shows how your tax dollars are being spent, and why you should avoid paying them as much as

possible. It also shows you that your government is not your friend, and cannot be trusted. That tactic

is also very easy to defeat.  When you have enough evidence that they are lying, and deceiving you,
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simply ignore them and everything they say.  As if they did not exist.  It works very well. Of course, it

won't work for those who can't or won't bother to think critically.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

zumbacjg

Mainstream media is stating that all COVID-19 patients who are hospitalized at this time are

unvaccinated. That is an alarm bell for me, not that it makes me want to go get vaccinated, but makes

me want to know what is it about these patients that isn’t being told? Such as: Are they overweight? Do

they have diabetes?  Do they have hypertension? What is their Vitamin D level? How much zinc, Vitamin

A, C & E do they get in their diet? Were they given any proven COVID-19 treatment to keep them out of

the hospital? How many vaccinated people have been hospitalized? I know the data exists. We’re just

not being told about the other health factors necessitating hospitalization. It works to instill fear.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

tallulah3

They’re lying about it

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Right something is askew with all hospital entries are non injected, since its now being show the

delta variant is 6X more likely to be worse for the injected. Does NOT compute!

Posted On 06/18/2021
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ellivoc

It's all lies, just sing my songs and get on with a happy life!!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Ms.Savvy

Easy manipulation of test cycles and outright lies are not unheard of!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

connierod

Zum: your very <rst sentence is the <rst lie that we are being told…

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

SuperSing

What they are not telling you is that many vaccinated are dying or being hospitalized with serious

complications, especially those under 30. An 18 year old healthy young lady died. One who is

suffering greatly is a <fteen year old boy who was perfectly healthy. Check out Children's Health

Defense.

The vaccinated have the spike proteins throughout their bodies. I believe the release of another

covid is planned for later this year. I saw a graphic of some "authority" doing a power point

presentation and she had a look of shock and "oops!" on her face when a slide came up showing

Covid-19 and below that, Covid-21. When the vaccinated are exposed to 19 or another spike
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protein virus, their immune system will attack their body's organs and many will be seriously ill or

die. The plan of eugenicist Bill Gates and George Soros, the Bilderbirger, the Illuminati, the WHO,

and probably many we don't know about. I remember that George Dubya talked about the New

World Order. Free Mason, as was Hitler.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

MoMac46

No truth comes from the mainstream media.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Longplay

Regarding censorship, the Frontline Doctors group was just deplatformed by Amazon.  They were given

four days to save their data.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Retsbew

Just posted this in the National Post, Canadian newspaper.  "The "vaccine" is gene treatment. It is

killing and injuring people. The communications media needs to cease and desist from pushing the

envelope that the "vaccine" is in any way a good thing. You may not have symptoms now, but later on

the results of having this "vaccine" may be disastrous. I am not an anti-vaxxer, but a person who has

researched this crime against humanity since it started in the UK. The UK Daily Mail is often <rst with

the news, but it is also a vial of deceit and fraud. Does the National Post also qualify for this

description? There are many sources, which are increasing, where you can <nd the truth. There are
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people stepping forward to reveal that they can't deal with the fraud any longer. Yes, there's what is

termed a virus that's harmful, but it's been jazzed up into the champion creative writing project of all

time. Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, German lawyer, who brought Volkswagen and Deutsch Bank to justice for

wrongdoing will be at trial in Nuremberg proving that the PCR test is not <t for purpose. I believe that

he is a very clever and sincere man who will win at trial. So what happens next National Post? You keep

that news out of circulation? Why are you journalists? Why did you go into the business of running a

newspaper? Is it not for the common good? Bluntly put, what the hell are you doing?"

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Retsbew

Quick comment re the National Post, Canadian newspaper.   Just in case you believe the

stereotype that all Canadians are polite - I received a backlash from a load of bullying twerps.  So I

gave them what for in response.  Then the newspaper stopped me commenting.  Never mind, I got

some nicely placed truth bombs posted.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

tallulah3

Good for you Retsbew

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Kanadian45

Way to go!
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Patriot2021

It wasn’t just “unethical”.  It was EVIL.  Blood is on their hands because of their actions.  Countless

lives lost by intentional suicide, overdoses, etc.  May it haunt that group forever.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rjk6619

A fabricated virus released from the Wuhan lab in conjunction with the radical morons of the left wing

aka Democrats and Rino's.  I wonder how many people are really paying attention to the fact that that

the Biden Reich was put in place to <nish what Adolph Hitler proposed but was never stopped despite

what Americans were led to believe.   If you go back a mere 58 years and study the murder of then

President JFK and move forward you should be able to determine what the agenda of those you

allegedly elected to represent you are really doing.   Let's start with LBJ who ampli<ed the Vietnam

<asco which resulted in countless deaths and ongoing misery to this very day.  Nixon the Republican

was in bed with China and while he did end the Vietnam <asco his other actions cast a huge shadow

over ending the Vietnam war.  Gerald Ford was a pawn and in case you missed it there was a fake '?u'

epidemic which resulted in thousands of deaths from a bogus vaccine.  Along came Jimmy Carter and

he excused those who deserted to Canada to avoid the military draft and welcomed them back while

our Veterans (like today) were starving in the streets.  Ron Reagan came along and while his intentions

were very pro American the attempted murder of Reagan by a stooge sent out by the communist left

wingers failed but did put Reagan on notice to back off or else.   George H. Bush the phony Rino and ex

head of the criminal CIA put the former USA into the Gulf war which resulted in more needless deaths

and homeless Vets and accomplished nothing.   more to come

Posted On 06/18/2021
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SuperSing

And Reagan was talked into signing a bill relieving big pharma of vaccine liability by Anthony Fauci.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

californiawoman

Just knowing that fear is the agenda is helpful.  Christ said "Fear Not"

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Good_Hands

I believe that ultimately we will learn the hard way that we cannot outwit real science. Our world

operates based on its own very speci<c scienti<c laws, and human endeavors in the realm of science

have, since the dawn of time, been about testing hypotheses to suss out the mysteries, the details of

those laws. We are foolhardy to think that we can change or rewrite those laws, and yet that's exactly

what these technocrats are attempting to do. The more we label good science as "anti-science" or

"debunked" science and proceed to operate based on the junk science being forced on us, the more

quickly we will <nd ourselves to be too greatly at odds with the realities of our planet, a position from

which it will be impossible to recover. And our world will have no choice but to throw us a real (as

opposed to a technocratically fabricated) comeuppance. I hope we can wake the rest of the family

before the house is fully consumed and they die in the <re.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

harvelicious
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Good_Hands - It is critically important, especially as the world is today, to avoid conferring or

implying meaning using incorrect terminology. Our world operates as a condition of what it 'IS', it's

own Creation/natural phenomena, without "input" from man. When Creation/natural phenomena is

referred to as "science", "science" is then lauded as the supreme highest authority & all those who

work in "science" are held as the gods/creators/rulers of all things, for which, has proven to be

extremely problematic. Science is a label creation of man & prone to mischaracterization, falsity &

idolatry. Currently, words & terms are inferred with many different de<nitions & meanings,

subjectively, as a means to confuse, dramatize & manipulate intention to suit an agenda through

the use of sophistry by means of relativistic deconstruction of universal absolutes/Reality. I trust

you never intended to imply meaning to "science" in this way, however, this is an example to never

forget perception is 9/10's of the law, as the saying goes. If we wish to share truth, we must all be

wise with the tools we use to do so. With so much overt emphasis on "words matter", we must be

mindful of the use of "selective words" such as "science", "experts", "authority", "viruses", "isolated

& puri<ed", "studies", "research", "vaccines", "news", "disinformation/misinformation", "fact

checkers", etc. As we see as commonplace today, "feelings" dominate, whereas, universal truth,

integrous actions & genuine virtue are attacked, vili<ed, oppressed & ostracized.

Real science is the study & observation of Creation/natural phenomena. Science can only prove

what already IS! When science is used for exploitation, manipulation, & usurping God, then it is a

gross mischaracterization & abomination of what it is generally perceived as. The scourge of

relativism, sophistry & elimination of free speech is the obfuscation of truth & the death knell of

Freedom & Peace & serves as satan's welcome mat for tyranny.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

SuperSing

Harvelicious, the apostle Paul used the term "science falsely so-called".

Posted On 06/18/2021
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JAKMVX

The concept of cycling makes so much sense. It perfectly depicts what Fauci, the WHO, CDC, et al,

have been doing - disseminating confusing and contradictory guidance. I’m particularly concerned over

the claim of “Herd Immunity”. On the one hand, governments are pushing mass vaccination to achieve

herd immunity. Yet at the same time, we are told that mRNA vaccines were not developed, tested,

approved, or even claimed to provide immunity. They are designed to reduce the severity of symptoms.

Several comments point to the next pandemic, a predictable step in the cycle of fear. As reported in the

article, this current phase “overachieved” in its impact to create fear and confusion leading to

draconian controls of the population. This is where I suspect the role of vaccinated individuals comes

into play. If indeed they are less susceptible to severe symptoms, how likely is it that a vaccinated

individual would even suspect COVID when experiencing mild respiratory issues? We are seeing

fear-mongering emerge concerning new variants, more transmissible and more deadly. Deception is

most effective when mingled with elements of truth, leading me to believe that variants are real and

perhaps planned. I wonder if the next phase will be driven by “super spreaders”, the vaccinated

population unknowingly spreading infection, while also serving as walking incubators of the new

variants.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

foster123

Very thought ful observations!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mozo33

the fear of death is bondage , and of the soul seeded by a serpent ...
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

zinovius

I have noticed some comments on Frequencies. So I'm curious if anybody here use Rife machines of

any kind, for anything ? Speci<cally Spooky2 system ?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Jennycat24

Sorry, I don't - but I wish I could afford one and try it!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

A word of caution regarding Rife devices. I knew John Crane, Rife's associate who himself was

imprisoned in place of Rife because Rife was too ill to serve the time. The original Rife devices

used cathode ray tubes <lled with noble gasses; helium, argon, neon, etc. There was some

speculation in those days of the gasses themselves, along with the frequencies playing a part in

the healing process. I attended the First International Conference of Alternative Medicine on AIDS

in 1989 and met a few doctors who had some of the original Rife Ray devices who, through their

own personal observations agreed with this association. Steve Ross of the World Research

Foundation is also in agreement. Steve Ross was one of the few people who knew Crane, had a few

of Rife's original devices and 1 of Rife's original microscopes. He also had the Rife's infamous

Universal Scope for a breif period. As such, Ross is quite an expert on Rife. Most of the newer

devices use transistor-based, digital signaling as opposed to the older "analog" signaling from

cathode ray tubes. There is some arguing as to which mode works. Many argue for the digital but

are those who manufacture them. Others have tried manufacturing the original devices; it is
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questionable as to some of their ebciency. Ross is one for the cathode-ray, noble gas device as I

am also having tried both. What I am saying is "Buyer Beware" especially with the digital devices.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

zinovius

I can tell you that in Israel nothing like that. Although during the pandemic from March 2020 up until

mid-April there were still some messages by government calling to vaccinate, but since May with ZERO

Covid, the government is not any more pushing to vaccinate. Quite the opposite. Every week from

beginning May, the restrictions were being lifted one at a time, until only face masks left and since

June 15 NO FACE MASKS are required anywhere.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

What!! No comments yet. Are there anymore librarians in my area that want to borrow a copy of "The

Truth About Covid-19" ? Then go to the Elgin library in Moray Scotland. I have 2 on loan at the moment,

Never thought I'd see the day when you had to wear a mask to go into a bank or I'd be lending books in

the library to librarians. ps I'm not sure if this is still available. I think he offered a free copy of Dr

Mercolas book on EMFs maybe 5G too. I'm just settled to watch it again just now, I only saw the <rst

few minutes when it was originally scheduled

myemfwebinar.com/nv-replay-1/?utm_source=Facebook&utm_medium=Adver..

Posted On 06/17/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

streetreviews.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/1588739265_maxresdefault...  Dr Mercolas book
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on EMFs and 5G.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Jennycat24

I know - it sounds so dystopian doesn't it, HAVING to wear a mask to go into a bank!!!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Bigfetch

HeyJenny, Yes what an irony. The teller would hit the button is you showed up without one lol.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

ragus

It is now clear that intentionally or not, many behavioral psychology studies by scientists such as Asch

and Milgram on humans, as well as animal studies on learned helplessness in effect have been Gain of

Function, much like what has been done with viruses, leading to the "weaponization of behavioral

psychology". The excuse is "we need to study XYZ to understand it better" whereas in reality, the goal is

to add yet another weapon to the arsenal, to better control and manage the population.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

ppannir

Please watch this short clip from a legend doctor from India - BM Hegde
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www.facebook.com/.../476712576752662

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

_Tn1s_

I can’t think of one thing these rubbish governments have told the people in decades, that I believe, and

I’ve been trying! Think back to “911” when they couldn’t <nd the planes’ black boxes, but they “found”

the terrorists’ passports in the rubble of the WTC. Who believes this garbage?!? Obviously, multitudes

of sheeple do. Back then there was a terrorist under every bed waiting to kill you. Now, it’s a “deadly”

virus that’s coming to get you.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

larry_e

Targeting behavioral psychology: I very much agree with putting this subject under the microscope! It

started with Pavlov and Wundt before the turn of the last century, and has been eagerly supported by

many governments right up to present time. Governments - and managers in general - hate

unpredictability in their operations. And their idea of what to do about it is to force everyone into

predictable patterns of behavior. That this destroys freedom, the cornerstone of human happiness,

seems to escape them until it's too late.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

MiketheAngel

JUST BUSINESS Q: Why have global and national health authorities done everything in their power to

discourage and prevent people from knowing about and accessing any treatment? A: Because if an

approved, effective treatment exists, then an experimental vaccine can not be authorized legally.
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"An Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) is a mechanism to facilitate the availability and use of medical

countermeasures, including vaccines, during public health emergencies, such as the current COVID-19

pandemic. Under an EUA, FDA may allow the use of unapproved medical products, or unapproved uses

of approved medical products in an emergency to diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-threatening

diseases or conditions when certain statutory criteria have been met, including that there are no

adequate, approved, and available alternatives."

www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/vaccines/emergency-use-authorizat..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

cabrera0120yahoo.com

even for people who may barely believe in God, there is a human alarm that tells us that "something is

just not right about the way we are being manipulated".  They want to call us conspiracy theorists.

Nevertheless, when credible people, those that have committed their lives to study, strongly disagree

with the media reports, then it ceases to be "conspiracy". As a Christian, I believe that the Holy Spirit is

operating here on earth, among us. He will expose the lies. Keep believing the prayer, "Let your

Kingdom come and let Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven"!!!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

arrow12

Daring to tell the truth!  rapsodia.</covid-vaccine-genocide-english-subtitles/?fbclid=IwAR0ND59..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mozo33

there is no fear outside of thought ...
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Krofter

Glad to see the good doc looking into the psyops angle of this plandemic.  The psyops have been key

to making the plandemic a success - from the viewpoint of those running the programs.  On 4/4 I did a

psyops piece here - secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-pandemic-psyops-war-on-humanity    A more

recent piece is much more de<nitive -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/how-social-programming-was-used-to

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

M.H.Deal

C'mon.   The U.S. has a surplus of social scientists, psychologists, etc., who need to eat, too.   Give

these "poor" over-schooled saps something to do.  Give them PhDs in fear mongering.   Attach the

letter L on their foreheads, that is "L" for "leadership".   Don't let it escape your notice that the more

"leadership" is promoted by schools, online services, etc.,  the more "experts" or "thought leaders"

[whatever the heck that is] are foisted upon us "followers", the less stability and sense abound.  Hmm!

Will no one open a school for followers?   Society is drowning in a surplus of "leaders" with a dearth of

"followers."

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

balhawk

We also need to be brave and cool-headed about the psy-op itself.  Be aware of what's going on, but

keep our wits about us, doing what we can to bring out the truth and restore sanity.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

Agreed, although I have found it dibcult at times to be "cool-headed". The level of stupidity I see

around me is amazing. The word for "mouth" in Celtic is "gob". It is this constant being

"gob-smacked" that so often I <nd myself with throughout the day. No other words can describe it

for me. I <nd myself angry at the brain-dead people walking around like zombies doing everything

they are told without ever questioning the demands placed on them. I do silently pray when

confronted with the desire to gob-smack some of them.......

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

balhawk

I know.  I've never witnessed such a level of mass gullibility.  But through this all I've maintained an

attitude of normalcy, simply not buying into the nonsense or letting the petty inconveniences affect

me.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mrrobb

And The Big Lie  ....lol.. BUT.....BEWARE!~!!....when the  slimballs in the government start

saying"Sorrrrrry"  , or admit they "Made a Mistake", its time to be on your toes  as , they have something

Really Big coming on...... some really NASTY something... Just like the old'' good cop or bad cop'

routine ...nice to your face.....until they can insert  knife and TWIST..... Like the scorpion and frog  or...  

    en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Scorpion_and_the_Frog      

Remember  5G is really DEW... Direct Energy Weapon .....and its nearly ready for use  worldwide      

en.wikipedia.org/.../Directed-energy_weapon  DEW  & 5G  has been used in a very limited use ..testing
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here and there  , worldwide, and soon will be interconnected...and this faked 'Apology' by the

governments of the world  is just a 'smoke screen'  ...never trust any government.NEVER..... unless you

like be  fryed alive  .............and...... I am just and OldMan on My Mountain.....still smiling. :)

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Really!

Wonder if there is a way to thwart the 5G signal? Would you be safe in a metal building? What type

of shield would be required to keep safe from this DEW?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mrrobb

Really!....sure the way to ge3t out of all this is an underground shelter...ths why the world has

 many underground cities.. www.youtube.com/watch   this is USA.and there are many more

worldwide....use for "Authorized Personnel".so if you are an "AP'  you get in.if not........oh well Too

bad.....some Political people.....some military,and most the rich  and 'Important People' have their

own little worlds to crawl back into....underground  with all the amenities..at their <ngertips .

Also within a heavily wooded  area seems 6to have somewhat of a cancelling effect on RF  or

EMF.....which is mostly what 5G  can produce...You need to study up on Direct energy

weapons...and know more about the  vast power of RF, RF Poisoning..frequencies  ..ERP and

polarities..wave forms  , patterns...and a lot more. I have decades of experiences and backgrounds

in radio and  RF Poisoning.....etc  and still don't know anything..LOL..But Just Imagine living inside

a microwave oven..starting at a very low power..and this is 24/..and every few months slowly turn

up the power..varring teh frequency up or down...as what Nichola Tesla  said Frequency is

everything.and at different frequency  has a different effect on something..either your body or  will

resonate with something or someone else or something.

all this Hype .with covid and vaccines is just a distraction....and other distraction are food and
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money distancing and all the other "Bouncing Balls"   in the 'NewsMedias" to keep masses of

populations  mind and eyes and thoughts trained on......5G or DEW  or RFPoisoning  will be the

NWO's way of mass culling of populations...worldwide. many will just 'blow me off' as a nutty old

man..but this the <nal culling machinery  as its the Perfect killer of billions...as They rest and live in

their underground worlds.and after all the body are rotted away or eaten by animals   these

creatures will emerge into a new world without the useless feeders  and Goyum

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mrrobb

and when the creatures emerge  from their underground 'quarters'  into the NEW WORLD....void of

useless feeders and goy and assorted  'unwanted' human refuse'  ... They can begin repopulating

with what every they decide  will be to their advantage..and they do have their military to solve any

'Problems'  of unwanted humans  etc  The Ideas of 'Money or wealth'  have no meaning...even

today the vastly wealthy people have no need for money or cash ....as they already have total

control over the majority of the brain-dead populations....and money is just a way of getting people

to dance to their drum-beat. and if it not cash than is a blackmail scam or a direct threat...or oops

 you plane blew up  or  'heart attack'(ricin poisoning)  etc etc etc.. World Governments have all

kinds of 'paid Killing squads' they can assemble in minutes....LOL.. People are so damn

DUMB..easily brainwashed.and many just 'Go with the ?ow"...follow the leaders...what ever that is

????   follow the 'trends............<ckle people...and you can see the <ckle idiots  daily....waddling

around with a mask or rag over the faces...ROFLMAO...waddling around stores or no the

streets....BILLIONS of Mindless Brain Trained IDIOTS.   waddling around like Ducks..waiting to get

 plinked off ........O,.I  am ROLLING ON THE Floors.....laughing my asssoff....over some 'made up

,'Imaginary virus' created  by the Mouths of a few paid Leaders' ????.....and we pay this pack of

pukes to 'Tell us what to do"???? Remember..all ANYONE KNOWS.......is what someone TOLD YOU

TO KNOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!\WAKE UP!!!

Posted On 06/18/2021
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mrrobb

OH yeah.....back in the 1950s  the USA gov  had      www.bibliotecapleyades.net/.../sign.htm        

 and www.history.com/.../project-blue-book        and lots more like

timefordisclosure.com/1954-greada-treaty-president-eisenhower-form-a-t..  and

strangestrangestrange.com/paranormal/1954-greada-treaty-eisenhower-ali..  and i feel these

 assumed"aliens" are from over the South Wall(Pole) . Hitler knew of these places, and so do most

the  Rich and Politically knowledgeable people know of these places.  Even the PedoPope Knows

and was there....and I'll bet Jeff   Epstein is there..:) And if the NWO would tell the people of

earth......LOL.......every idiot and their family would be there...along with billions of other useless

feeders..LOL.....could you imagine 2-300 million fat sweaty americans in boats clawing and

<ghting in boats to get there??  Make the BoatPeople from Vietnam look like a walk in the park

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

micuda

I referred covid19 as the new god Covideus because it has turned into a religion. If man can create a

symbol like anything, a serpent, a bull, a mosquito and elevate it to divine status, you have a symbol to

control people. It is not dibcult to have a god of fear commanding absolute obedience and you won't

need Roman legions to control people. Powerful! People will control themselves. With new knowledge

and a robust technology to support/sustain control, the new reset will be more than possible. As

Caligula used to say: "I don't care if they hate me as long as they fear me!"

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Bigfetch

Not possible, but inevitable. We are due for another paradigm shift. The manipulators have no idea.

They are just playing the part of catalysts.

Telling people not to be afraid, magni<es the fear factor. Explaining why rhere is nothing to be
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afraid of is a whole different ball game. Even the well meaning partly aware are inadvertantly

adding to the fear. Thatsbhow group consciousness works. Always has, always will. How else

would one recognise their own self realization.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Good_Hands

I wonder whether humans are capable of discerning between ?avors of pheromones. I'm sure I've been

giving off fear pheromones for the last 15 months, but it's from fear of how all the brainwashed sheeple

will behave when they discover that I don't believe any of the MSM SARS-CoV-BS. Can people smell the

difference in the types of fear pheromones, or do they just think "phew, he's afraid just like me?"

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

peter.azlac

The British public knows full well what is going on and they sent a message to the Government in the

recent by-election by converting a 16,000 Conservative lead for the previous MP to an 8,000 vote

de<cit for the current candidate Tory MP snd so giving the seat to the Liberals who true to their dumb

understanding of the public think it was a vote for their woke green agenda whereas it is a traditional

mid-term protest vote to wake the Government up.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Jennycat24

You have noticed that the government in charge of this mess is completely and very to the Right

Tory???  (Granted all governments seem to be in lockstep over this, no matter their alleged ?avour -
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but REALLY?!).

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

I just got this in my "inbox" and am reading it now. Pass this forward: The Evidence – ‘You stayed at

home, to protect the NHS, but they gave Midazolam to the Elderly and told you they were Covid

Deaths’  dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/06/13/stay-at-home-protect-the-nhs-give-midazol..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

ellivoc

I am quite certain the Lib Dems would have acted just the same over Covid if they had any power.

None of them are Green except maybe the Greens. It is all Global Rest rubbish and lies and Greed

will always win through, so just try and enjoy the time left before we have wrecked the planet. I

think it is too  late for anyone to save it. Only the billionaires could and they are too greedy. A child

dies every 29 minutes in Yemen and I personally know of a billionaire who regularly spends

£100,000 just to ?y from London to Paris. Abhorrent and disgusting!!! and Planet wrecking!! TOO

LATE  Jennifer

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Astonished

It was an existential decision from the beginning: Do you want to live in a world like this, even if this

was the Black Plague? Of course, by March, 2020, the hoax was clear. However, the multiple forms of

poisoning the population produced symptoms (think of 5G and military radars for which you cannot

even buy an instrument to measure the radiation). Of course, when you check SAERS, most of the
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deceased had "preexisting conditions" by the time of their untimely departure. (Well, lots of entries

simply disappear from SAERS, too.) If you know what you want and it's greater than mere survival, you

cannot be intimidated or confused, because you keep your eyes on the target. I just hope, you mean

well...

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

chocopot0613gmail.com

Don't forget something else.  Even with all the manipulated numbers, especially of deaths (as we all

now know, the overwhelming majority of "deaths from Covid" were actually not), people were not dying

fast enough or in subcient quantity for the powers that be, so they quietly had the WHO rede<ne the

word "pandemic" so they could keep using that very frightening word to instill even more fear among

the public.

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

Raythe4th

“In God We Trust” - I think it’s safe to conclude that most Americans don’t really agree. In fact, they

might as well change this to “In Bill Gates We Trust”. When your faith is in God, you don’t fear! You pray,

Trust, and Obey! The Bible has been available for everyone to <nd out what’s coming, and for those

who don’t believe....be afraid, be very afraid. Matthew 10:28And fear not them which kill the body, but

are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

mozo33
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the gospel taught today is still of the wilderness ... it is a gospel of division .... i  have found every

single doctrine and theology preached in the churches today to be all  false ...

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

Raythe4th

That’s probably because Jesuits have crept in unawares. I’ve noticed <rst hand how pathetic the

“church” has become in America today. Impossible to even pass a church without noticing pagan

symbolism all over their buildings, and signs inviting you to their “Easter, Halloween or Christmas

events” 

!

Posted On 06/19/2021

 

foster123

Not to   negate the parts of the article that are probably true, but A lot of it strikes me as false or

questionable. Their confusing the term "sustainable" for example seems really off course.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Gloriannus

Thanks to you Dr. Mercola and some other brave souls, the impact of this fear mongering on my family

and me has been greatly minimized. Keep up the good work.

Posted On 06/18/2021
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katndognco

I’m so grateful I haven’t had cable to watch TV for the last 11 years. What a blessing it is to research,

discuss with friends, family, acquaintances & strangers in the grocery stores or parks then come to my

own conclusion. Fear of covid was never an option. There was never any data to support their narrative

and it became obvious real quick that to question “them” meant being attacked and ostracized by

some friends and family. Wonder if an apology will come my way? Lolloollolol Just kidding

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Vladimira

“ On Thursday, the Biden administration announced a commitment of $3.2 billion to developing

antiviral pills to treat COVID-19. At the brie<ng Thursday, Dr. Anthony Fauci told reporters that while

vaccines are still "the centerpiece of our arsenal" in <ghting the disease, antivirals would complement

them. He explained that those who are more vulnerable, like those who are immunosuppressed and

may not receive as much protection from vaccines, could be helped by antivirals that treat COVID-19.

And antivirals, Fauci said, would also provide "a line of defense against other unexpected emerging

things, like variants of concern that we are currently dealing with." The funding will be used both to

accelerate clinical testing of promising drugs that are already being developed and to discover new

medications.”

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Retsbew

British Airways con<rms four vaccinated pilots have recently died, claims no link to vaccines Friday,

June 18, 2021 by: Mike Adams

www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-18-british-airways-con<rms-four-vaccinate..
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

coconut.greens

As usual, after reading all your comments, I feel grateful to Dr. Mercola and his group and commenters.

 Thank you for your thoughts and for caring.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

imaginal110

Needed and appreciated! Thanks!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Palazzolo

A fear of death is perhaps greatest in those without religious faith.  Thus, the systematic destruction of

religion. Destroy any and all things that stand in the way of fear.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Retsbew

Sorry, Palazzolo, but I disagree.  I am not at all religious.  But my decision is not without thought.  I

attended a Catholic convent for eight years; when we emigrated to Canada from England my <rst

friend in public school was an orthodox Jew.  We went to B'nai Brith Camp together and I've been to

bar and bat mitzvahs and at the time I learnt to speak Hebrew.  I don't like the human folderol

accompanying religion, nor the threats involved that I <nd offensive.  But, I've had what's known as
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a crossing over experience and there is no doubt in my mind that there is a G-d.  Each of us has the

right to worship whatever/whoever we see as G-d.  Fear of death tends to be universal I think, not

exempting those who are religious.  The only church I've ever been to that I kind of enjoyed was a

Baptist church in New Church, VA because we sang songs and shook hands with each other as

part of the service.  What was more interesting was that NASA has a base there with a load of old

space ships.  ...Maybe they'll be refurbishing a few for the next shocker we might expect after this

one?!!  Something that I like and admire about Dr. Reiner Fuellmich is that he describes himself as

not religious, but spiritual.  I could really feel that he is - he's not a "typical lawyer" but a genuine

human being who cares for humanity and I see no signs that he's going to drop the ball.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

MiketheAngel

The opposite could be argued. Barring family tradition and social needs, religion is how we

suppress the fear of death. We can cheat death by holding the right thoughts in our head, saying

certain things and performing certain acts and rituals. We can then remain calm when confronted

with our mortality. We are in effect immortal. At least in some cases the fear of death is less for

those without religion; they feel no need for it. Everyone dies, why get all upset. And everyone is

afraid of death in a foxhole; no atheists there.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

MoMac46

Palazzo:  I am not religious, I have never been christened,  I grew up in a spiritual family. I believe in

the creator, the great spirit, God, Allah, the Cosmic Energy or whatever name anyone wants to pray

to. The earth vibrates to its natural law. Love kindness tolerance gentleness etc etc  help to heal. In

these times its hard to <nd these qualities, there is so much fear anger greed untruths control etc. I

don't think of death, and don't fear it.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Plume1152

“How Do You Kill 11 Million People?”, a fantastic read by Andy Andrews, illustrates blatantly what is

happening today with Covid. Even though it’s about the Holocaust, history is repeating itself! How do

you kill 11 million people? You lie to them! Amen, Andy, amen!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

os00

Dr M, this petition from over 2 dozen doctors to the FDA is worth covering which includes the P<zer

biodistribution study downloads.regulations.gov/FDA-2021-P-0521-0001/attachment_1.pdf

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

lazereye

The best way to avoid fear is to do your own research. Find out for yourself what's true. Don't rely on

the "experts". They're captives of the drug cor[orarions.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mjnelson999

I never gave into the panic they were attempting to create re COVID-19. Many people had minimum to

no symptoms where CDC likes to make it look awful. Yes, some do get very sick. Can Ivermectin or

budesinide (SP?) handle Covid?  I read there was no FDA approved treatment for COVID. They are a do
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nothing agency.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Palazzolo

The FDA is a Rockefeller Commission (circa 1890) contrived, deep state owned and operated

fraud. www.sott.net/article/434959-Did-psychopath-Rockefeller-create-the-Span..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The answer is truth viewed with both eyes wide open, neither all 'positive' nor all 'negative' with soulish,

rational conscience engaged, for the eyes of ?esh alone deceive & leave a soul open to any lying spirit,

as well as to the deceitfulness & pride of unrepentant, selective truth-handling ?esh & sin, which is

vanity & hypocrisy.  The root of the word 'hypocrisy' was a label used to describe actors who pretended

to be someone they were not in a false reality & pretense situation which the ancient dramatist craft

used to create & steer myth to the controlling of the masses.     There is nothing new under the sun.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mozo33

to see is to  keep your eye single ...

Posted On 06/18/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

Delivering those who 'through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage'.....only one

can do that, & not man who is subject to death & vanity by the Holy Spirit of Truth & the seed of the

word of truth received with repentance toward God & faith in the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ

according to the scriptures who overcame death for whosoever will receive it.  John 1,3 & 8; 10-16;

1 Peter 1, 1 Corinthians 15 KJB.  For ?esh & blood  cannot inherit the kingdom of God.  It must be

transformed by the power of God, not of knowledge or man's righteousness which are insubcient,

hindered by sin & corruption.  The beginning of wisdom is the fear of God who is holy, holy, holy:

incorruptible, faithful & true.  The fear of man bringeth a snare.

Hebrews 2:14-18 KJB ¶ Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of ?esh and blood, he also

himself likewise took part of the same; that through death he might destroy him that had the power

of death, that is, the devil;

Heb 2:15 And deliver them who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage.

Heb 2:16 For verily he took not on him the nature of angels; but he took on him the seed of

Abraham.

Heb 2:17 Wherefore in all things it behoved him to be made like unto his brethren, that he might be

a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to God, to make reconciliation for the sins of

the people.

Heb 2:18 For in that he himself hath suffered being tempted, he is able to succour them that are

tempted.

1 Corinthians 15:50  Now this I say, brethren, that ?esh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of

God; neither doth corruption inherit incorruption.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions
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Amen, Mozo....but make sure you have the right '33' and remember that truth is singular, lies are

without number.  We either serve the Faithful & True, or that old father of lies, the master

counterfeiter & spirit of antichrist, & his last great deception with the coming man of sin, the false

one-eyed idol shepherd who comes in his own name & who will unite & be accepted by all the world

of that time to their ultimate loss.  John 5, 8, & 10; Revelation 6-19; Zechariah KJB.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

founder1

I deleted all my social media accounts, including LinkedIn owned by Microsoft 18 months ago when I

could see the divisiveness, name calling and berating of anyone who didn't go along with the

mainstream garbage and endless hate towards the president and the beginnings of the well

coordinated Fear Porn efforts .  Sadly it cost me my relationship, but once you know the truth you can

simply not pretend. Now she's proudly vaccinated, and her clock is ticking... Check this out. This is a

big part of the fake vaccine and why the push for dangerous 5G …no safety tests, just like the

injections and the aggressive dissinformation campaign See all the claims and rewards. This is

nothing short of high tech slavery on a global scale patentscope.wipo.int/.../detail.jsf

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mom0551

This may not be totally on task, but I just had to get this information out there...I went to the doctor a

few days ago for my annual exam and of course, I was asked if I got "the shot" and when I said no, the

doctor completely changed her attitude toward me to one of disdain...then, I went to the nurses desk

and was asked again if I have received "the shot" and again I said no. She said "well, I have to ask

because if you have had the shot, you have to wait 2 weeks to get your mammogram because it causes

white spots on your images...what??? I asked "what is that from"? and she said  "we don't know", but it

is recommended you wait the 2 weeks. So....what is it??? Anyone else heard about this?
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Issues with the lymph nodes.  Dr. Stephanie Seneff and some others have reported on this, as well

as Dr. Mercola.  And I can testify that those who work in healthcare & with the public know this,

having learned the hard way by sending folks for cancer screening according to the old normal

protocol.  Because it's vaccine related it's not supposed to be called signs of cancer, but ignored.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

sue2613

Why have people become so ignorant?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Why can't the ignorant fools either quarantine themselves forever or just commit suicide? I've

heard of people in totalitarian states rising up to kill neighborhood snitches. In this case, the plan

wouldn't work of the snitches and karens were out of the picture. We need to get rid of them.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

earlymornings

On twitter yesterday. 4 BA pilots die within 1 week. “Because of this, BA are now in crisis talks with the

government about whether to allow vaccinated pilots to ?y. The issue with that of course is that about
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80%, according to my friend in BA, 80-85% have been injected.”

theconservativedispatch.com/2021/06/18/four-healthy-british-airways-pi..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

sinclairdss15gmail.com

The other aspect of this is the msm picking up and reporting that this was all due to a lab leak. It may

have been so but why is this being said now is the question? And why the calls for Fauci to be <red?

This is just another straw man set up by the cabal. If people think Ok then it was a dangerous virus

leaked from a lab even though it may have only been another bad ?u season (why no ?u last winter -

and don’t believe the lie that it died out due to masks otherwise why did the masks not work against

the “virus”? Then there is a new level of fear ramped up by “variants” to get any holdouts on the vaxx to

get in line. Leading again to total control. Look at what is happening now in the UK v what Desantis did

in Florida.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mjnelson999

So glad there may be two who <ght - DeSantis & Abbott.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

sinclairdss15gmail.com

Clearly the next turn of the screw will be the “variants”. It’s no coincidence that most of the vaccine roll

out has been just prior to the warmer months of the year to give the impression that it is the vaxx that

is working rather than seasonality. The vaxx is not an end in itself it is a Trojan horse to implement total

control
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mjnelson999

I read that vaccine probably will not handle variants. So seek a different solution now.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mtb1939

With vaccine shedding and the possibility that future vaccine boosters may contain ingredients that

will pass the covid vaccine to others, I will be wearing a mask in public places FOREVER.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

BJC777

Maybe you are joking, but the spike proteins and other DNA fragments will pass right through it.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mjnelson999

A mask does not stop any virus.

Posted On 06/18/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

Vaccine shedding isn't just an issue of aerosols, and masks can't help even with that.  Especially

not if they are intentionally contaminated as was found with children's masks in Florida recently.

 Simply touching or being in close proximity with vaccinated persons is subcient to contaminate

the unvaccinated with fragmental dna, viral protein particles etc.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

BigFoxy

Maybe only n95 masks work.  I had acupuncture treatments from a chinese teacher & student that

were wearing surgical masks and they were coughing so much they reminded me of dogs barking.

 They could be heard with the exam room door shut down the hallway.  Lo and behold I ended up

with Covid but it was just a head cold which I took traditional chinese medicine for.  I lost my sense

of smell for a couple days and that was it.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

carolmalaysia

This is the type of 'news' that people in NW Indiana are getting from our local paper. ignorance is also

contagious. it seems that most doctors don't bother to think. They automatically call this "SHOT THAT

KILLS" a vaccine. They automatically follow whatever NIH, AMA, CDC or the FDA say. Our lives are at

risk from taking a "shot' that magnetizes our body and spreads spike proteins that are a toxin. Hoosiers

will <nd out in about 6 months to 2 years that getting The Shot to have our country attain herd

immunity was all a lie. ...Dr. Kristina Box, the Indiana state health commissioner, said the best way to

not die from COVID-19 is to not get infected with the virus in the <rst place. And she said the best way

for Hoosiers to protect themselves from the virus is to get vaccinated as soon as possible….
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

pinklucygirl

A few weeks after receiving her second Covid jab, my friend broke out in painful hives from head to toe.

 This miserable condition has lasted 5 weeks and is now peeling off in great swaths of skin.  The

doctor said she has developed an autoimmune disease of unknown origin, no mention of the jab.  She

had never had autoimmune issues before and she had no co-morbidities.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mozo33

when one sees from the third realm even the darkness becomes light ...

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mam1226

There is a hope : ) rapsodia.</covid-vaccine-genocide-english-subtitles

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT
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www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

agglebert

the only thing that you can be sure about concerning the why for this scamdemic/fake vaccine/ maybe

even fake virus is the powers that be have been robbing your and your kid's future by legislating

themselves trillions in spending (after all who do you think gets all that money??? it ain't us), a robbery

that will crush many of you through in?ation as that money enters the economy. all the rest given for

why could be dis or misinformation, distraction, etc. from the fact they are ROBBING us blind!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

brodiebrock12

?eecing of the world...

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

BJC777

brodiebrock12: The <nal ?eecing before the Great Reset.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

JeanetteVictoria

It is interring when someone doesn't succumb to the fear propaganda it infuriates those who who have.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

Last summer, before the madness intensi<ed, I approached a fellow, an "educated moron" with a

university degree, to explain this scam. The level of fear in his eyes was something I'll never forget.

He was wearing a mask while I wasn't. He yelled he would call the police if I didn't stop walking

towards him. I said I wanted to explain the truth to which he continued ranting, threatening to call

the police. I have never observed such fear before but now understand the power of repetitive

propaganda. The media has done their job so much so, Goebbels would be proud.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

brodiebrock12

so TRUE! Kind of like how the truth often hurts so much in many instances in life

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

dividingcricker

It is always a hoot reading the comments .....it's no wonder they want you off the radar ..... Hey ....I

don't believe anything   anymore ...especially if the AMA or FDA or CDC  comes out with some

statement ......And my Doctor doesn't even try .....not believing any of it ....

Posted On 06/18/2021
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Lakhana13

I'm with you. I don't believe anything or anyone except the love of my life who's 2,200 miles

away........we've been awarded the "Social Distancing Award of the Year" recently. We talk several

times a day, email often and on select evenings have a "Date Night" on Skype. She is astute, highly

observant and doesn't take shite from anyone. We often say how strange it is most of our

conversations are about COVID; we come up with one-liners to say to anyone who asks if we've

taken the shot, what to say to those asking why we don't wear masks........we could come up with

several stand-up comedy routines and take it on the road....but alas...........travel restrictions

between the US & Canada...........having 2 countries to deal with, we get to compare Castro's ***

son to the imbecile here in the US. Isn't life grand........

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Well, Lakhana....you succeeded in making me laugh out loud.  And that's certainly an

accomplishment given the topic : - ).  'This world is not my home, I'm just a passin' through....'  

Treasure in heaven will keep a soul sane & humor anchored in truth & reality certainly helps.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Dr Carrie Madej exposing the clandestine hacking of the human body via the sinister vaccine

ingredients.    They want to turn us into slaves who are not even allowed to dream of freedom - if that

freedom is not authorized by the Gates sponsored Mengele Ma<a::

www.brighteon.com/7b904792-582a-495d-bb1c-141e3da181ab  

Brilliant interview - Dr Mike Yeadon and Del Big Tree - what Big pHarma and Govt's  don't want you to

see: 21stcenturywire.com/2021/06/17/former-p<zer-vp-the-thing-to-be-terrif..
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

But why bother with a vaccine to turn people into mindless, emotionless drones? Most of those

getting vaxxed are already there. Not quite human to start with.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fvtomasch

What can people do when information is suppressed?

www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-17-houston-reporter-suspended-after-exposi..

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

fvtomasch

Article from Natural News

www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-17-royal-caribbean-discovers-vaccines-caus..   Check out comments

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

tallulah3

I just watched a video from Forbidden Knowledge and it’s showing people that bought meat at the

grocery store and magnets are sticking to it. I believe that they are lacing meat with the vaccine. This is

getting more frightening every day.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

One must work at locating local meat sources as may assure no injections. The other, and very

frightening possibility, is the feed is laced with the shot ingredients or is raining down on feed

animals as in chemtrails.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Really!

Thank you for sharing this information. We watched the video you referenced and saw the magnets

sticking to the various meats. Needless to say, we've checked what's in the freezer. Fortunately for

us, magnets are not sticking to what we already have.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Big box stores are in on the great Reset. We need to make an economic break and form our own

colonies to live as humans were meant. Draw back and let the lemmings destroy themselves or be

enslaved. Not like those POS will mind. They enjoy being locked up and injected with poison and

ordered around.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

treemcg7
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I heard someone say that COVID is an epidemic of fear whose cure is to turn off the TV.  That cure

worked for me. The only thing left to fear is the authoritarians.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

The foremost reason I watch the little television and listen to NPR at times is know what the enemy

is planning and how they are spinning it. Know thine enemies is one of the hallmarks of effective

warfare.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

jamNjim

We all knew this from day one. It was why everyone on this forum called the entire pandemic fake

news. It was so obvious even a blind man could see it. All you had to do to <gure this out was watch all

your elected obcials actions. NONE of them showed any signs of fear. They were going out to eat right

after locking down their cities/states. They were getting their hair done after closing all the hair salons.

They were out boating in their yachts after banning any and all recreational activities. Even the Surgeon

General got busted walking out on the beach in Hawaii where all the beaches were closed! What? Can

he not READ?? www.cnn.com/2020/10/08/politics/jerome-adams-hawaii-citation-trnd/inde..  He has

ran this rhetoric nonstop since day 1. Even Joe Biden has slipped and forgotten to put his masks own.

His wife had to remind him several times to put it on. If you are really that scared of something you

don't forget about it. I bet no one would forget the dangers of being bitten/attacked by alligators and

snakes if they had to swim across a body of water in a Louisiana swamp! How dumb is Biden? Maybe

he's not not so dumb. He was smart enough to use these same fear tactics to get elected and it

worked. Of course, he had a lot of help from some key local governments.
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Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mammywitch

This is all just a more 'complicated' version of "good cop, bad cop"---one factor scares the BeJesus out

of the population and the other factor  then becomes the "Saviour" of the population... Strange how

simple things can be made into such complications for the masses..eh, what?

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

CMT367

I'm cultivating the habit of ignoring masked people I encounter OUTSIDE in the FRESH AIR. There's a

LOT of them. I regard them as oddities, totally ignorant of how a HEALTHY immune system

works...(Mikovits and others remind us that its constantly refreshing itself on new info from air and GI

ingestion, unless a synthetic vaccine interferes with that process...) ...Lotta people controlled by fear...

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

jamNjim

No kidding! I really don't get the people driving around in their cars with a mask on when they are

the only person in the car.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

They deliberately dehumanize themselves and want to dehumanize others. I refuse to
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acknowledge the humanity of these new Slender Man wanna bes.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Chris65

The Balfour Deceleration <nanciers of the Bolshevik Revolution are looking to push forward their anti

Christ Sanhedrin agenda. "Let his blood be on our hands and our children's hands".

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

NeighbourDave

Yes, it’s time to stop listening to people who spew fear and confusion at a relentless rate.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

bcarney11

truthcomestolight.com/jp-sears-how-to-worship-fear

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

I'm too angry to be fearful. This is entirely the fault of the lemmings. Too bad the globalists won't settle

for torturing and enslaving them. They serve as their minions and foot soldiers so they deserve

whatever the technocrats dish out. I sincerely hope the "vaccine" will be deadlier than the technocrats

have planned. With lots of their foot soldiers dead or too crippled to leave bed we may be able to save
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ourselves from the technocrats. I don't care what happens to the unwitting minions enabling this coup.

If the hysterical, masochistic fools <nally shut up and die (Waaaa! I'm gonna die! the POS have been

screaming for a year. Promises. Promises.) humanity may stand a chance. Klaus Schwab can do

whatever he wants to them. Not like the morons are capable of emotional suffering. Since they're

happy masking and isolating till they die. Makes me doubt their humanity since human beings don't act

like these brainless, heartless, soulless freaks. They need to stay home in isolation. Or just shut up and

<nally die. They are the real threat to humanity. I hate them with a passion. I sincerely hope the vaccine

cripples and kills large numbers of those freaks. They aren't really humans. Humans wouldn't agree to

live this way.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

mjnelson999

I read there may be a self-spreading vaccine in the works. Not sure it is accurate so just stay alert.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

agglebert

just want to warn any of you who think rfk, jr. is a saint. don't forget what family he comes from and

who they really are going way back in time. wake up!

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

Lakhana13

Yes, his grandfather supported Hitler and did many awful things but his uncle and father were

assassinated for speaking the truth and trying to actually help this country. He's put his own life on
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the line by speaking out on this scamdemic. We don't think he's a saint, just 1 man trying to

educate the world no matter how ?awed he or his family was/is.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

brodiebrock12

You make a good point. having a same name does not prove a person is a bad apple. I mean one

could take any name and look back in history and <nd bad apples. That is for certain. Guilt by

association is not a wise path to condemn.

Posted On 06/18/2021

 

earlymornings

@ agglebert AND (Lakhana13 - thank you)  - There is a very interesting podcast with Mike Tyson

(Yes the boxer) with RFKJr. Mike loves the Kennedy's. Robert gives much family history on this

podcast and also talks about vaccines. It is very good. I know someone who knew nothing about

the vaccine crisis and after watching the podcast is doing research on what he didn't know and is

so bothered by the main stream narrative. Robert is doing great work. It doesn't mean what he is

doing is not valuable. I don't know many saints; do you? Not everything we hear in the news is

accurate. Robert Kennedy Jr. | Hotboxin' with Mike Tyson www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/18/2021
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